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Abstract 

Phase diagrams for cupratcs of alkaline earth and rare earth elements are presented, covering bi- 
nary to quintenary oxides and including selected solid solution series with other elements. Elementary 
crystal chemical data are included for identification of the occurring phases. Chemical stability is dis- 
cussed with respect to the high-temperature reactions with Lewis acids like CO2, protons, etc. Particu- 
larly the occurrence of oxide carbonates is consistently pointed out as one of the possible reasons for 
contradictory results in phase diagrams which comprise oxides with high basicity. 
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I. Introduction 

Phase diagrams represent an extremely efficient way of displaying thermodynamic informa- 
tion for practical use in solid-state chemistry. Multitudes of complex chemical equilibria, experi- 
mental, calculated or estimated data, can be combined into a clear and fairly precise picture of 
the chemical situation, regardless its intricacy. Particularly in the vastly expanded research on 
high-To superconductors there is a need for unambiguous chemical information. In these systems 
superconductivity often depends on a delicate balance on the edge of the chemical stability of the 
compound, while the practical application would often require the proverbial step beyond. 

Owing to the sheer volume of data, any comprehensive survey on chemical phase dia- 
grams which involves high-To superconductors must be limited in scope. The rapid increase 
of the information calls for frequent updates. In the present review, which is a completely 
reorganized follow-up and update of a previous report [1], only subsystems and systems 
closely related to YBa2Cu307 are treated. A short information on crystal structure is listed 
for each phase, giving it its identity, as well as the concise chemical information which gives 
it its character. Some of the data included in this review are obtained by the authors, and this 
first-hand knowledge has hopefully contributed to an improved consistency. 

A. Scope delimitation, units and symbols 

Specification of scope 

1. All rare earths (REs) are treated systematically except Sc. 
2. Ba-rich regions are sometimes omitted due to the unclear identity of possible oxide 

carbonates. 
3. High-temperature data for refractory oxides will be limited. 
4. Illustrations are often simplified in order to convey the overall message, and the read- 

ers may have to consult the original papers for details. Formulae on illustrations always 
specify the metal content whereas only a principal oxygen content is often provided. 

5. Phase-identifying X-ray data were, when appropriate, tested by indexing and crystal 
structure drawing to confirm suggested implications. 
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1144 KAREN, KJEKSHUS: PHASE DIAGRAMS 

Specification of units and symbols 

1. Chemical inorganic nomenclature is used in accordance with the IUPAC recommen- 
dations (1990) and consistency for formulae of cuprates concerning the sequence of rare 
earth (RE) and alkaline earth (AE) elements is reached by following the said order. This 
conforms with the alphabetically incorrect, but traditional way for the formula YBa2Cu307, 
and the consequent Y ---> Ba ---r Cu anticlockwise orientation of the apices in ternary dia- 
grams. Formulae for non-cuprate multicomponent oxides follow the electronegativity order, 
e.g., SrDy204. When necessary for distinction, the crystal system symbol (c cubic, t 
tetragonal, o orthorhombic, etc.) precedes the formulae. 

2, Short-hand symbols of the type 123 (as for YBa2Cu3OT) will be used when the rela- 
tive cationic proportions of a phase rather than its complete formula is of importance. 

3. When general compositional variables are used in chemical formulae, x relates to the 
RE host site in the structure, y to AE, z to Cu, w to oxygen and u to all other anions. 

4, Symbols for physical variables are printed in italics, partial and relative values in 
lower case, absolute values in capitals. 

5. Physical units follow the SI system. However, the absolute temperature unit (K) will 
be used only when the information is based or expressed in a thermodynamic connection. 
Centigrades are used for melting points, reaction temperatures, etc. 

6. Standard deviations appear in parenthesis () ,  in units of the last decimal. 
7. Crystal structure data are given when known, in a condensed form comprising some 

or all of the following information in a pair braces: {formula; space group or crystal system 
with (optional) Bravais centering (e.g., cI, cE etc.); unit-cell parameters (r in h setting) in 
the order: a, b, c, cx, [3, q( (always in units of pm or ~ but not specified)}. The data appear 
as given by the authors, i.e., the conversion into the standard crystallographic settings is not 
attempted when applicable. References to overall structure data will be given at the word 
structure, crystallize, or at the crystal system, whereas the reference at the braces refers to 
unit-cell data. (When more than one source of data are available, attempts have been made 
to select the best.) 

8. Phase diagrams include phase identifiers like L liquid, AF antiferromagnetic, SC su- 
perconducting. When shorthand symbols are (exceptionally) used also to identify chemical 
phases, the explanation appears in the caption. Square brackets placed around a chemical 
formula indicate a specific composition, not the chemical phase. A formula in quotation 
marks refers to an approximate and/or uncertain composition with respect to the metal at- 
oms. The diagrams' frame lines are drawn as solid lines. In areas where the enclosed infor- 
mation is not available, the frame lines are thin. In tetrahedral diagrams, the hidden frame 
line may appear dashed for better contrast. Mol fractions are used as composition units 
throughout, and the appropriate mol-unit formulae are printed in larger letters at the corners 
of the diagrams even when identical with the phase actually present (in smaller letters). The 
composition scales are omitted for all isothermal sections. Phase boundary lines are drawn 
as solid lines. Dashed lines are used for uncertain and/or speculative boundaries. Single- 
phase fields are shaded black and solid solutions in (pseudo)binary systems are hence drawn 
by thick lines. Uncertain boundaries of these single-phase fields are serrated. Tie lines are 
drawn thin. Chain lines are used for auxiliary lines or planes (the latter being drawn as non- 
transparent in order to improve the visual perception). Dotted lines then appear at intersec- 
tions of these auxiliary planes with phase boundaries and tie lines. 

9. Abbreviations for common solid-state chemistry techniques are used throughout the 
text: DTA differential thermal analysis, rig thermogravimetric analysis, SIMS secondary- 
ion mass-spectrometry, EDAX energy dispersive analysis by X-rays, EMP electron micro- 
probe, HREM high-resolution (transmission) electron microscopy, TEM transmission elec- 
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tron microscopy, NQR nuclear quadrupole resonance, NMR nuclear magnetic resonance, 
SEM scanning electron microscopy, PND powder neutron diffraction, PXD powder X-ray 
diffraction, EXAFS extended X-ray absorption fine structure, EMF electromotive force 
(measurement). 

H. Binary and pseudobinary systems 

A. Oxides, peroxides and carbonates of  AE metals 

Oxides. The melting points of AE oxides decrease from CaO, 2576~ through SrO, 
24300C to BaO, 1923~ [2]. An analogous trend is observed for vapour pressures [3]. As 
an example, a partial pressure of 1 Pa of CaO, SrO and BaO in synthetic air is reached at 
-2350, -2100 and 1450~ respectively. The crystal structures are of the NaCl-type; CaO 
{481} [4], SrO {514} [5] and BaO {552} [5]. 

Mixed oxides. SrO and BaO have unlimited solid solubility above 1083(4)~ [6]. At 
lower temperatures, segregation of the solid solutions occurs [6, 7]. However, the precipita- 
tion of the two components is hindered kinetically, and solid solutions in the complete re- 
gion are readily obtained upon cooling [8]. A similar situation occurs in the Ca(O)-Sr(O) 
system [9, 10]. 

80C 

75( 

�9 7 0 1  

BaO 0.2 0.z. 0.6 0.8 BQOz 
MOL FRACTION BaOz 

Fig. 1 A w-t diagram for the BaO-BaO2 system with some equilibrium 02 pressures (in kPa) indi- 
cated; after Ref. [13] 

Peroxides. At relatively low temperatures, peroxides of AEs are stable. The equilibrium 
oxygen pressure for CaO2 is estimated [11] to reach 100 kPa at around ambient temperature, 
at -350~ for SrO2 [12], and at -820~ for BaO2 [13]. A significant miscibility is expected 
in the AE oxide--peroxide systems, as indicated in Fig. 1 for the Ba case [13]. This should 
be taken into consideration in the evaluation of the oxygen dissociation pressure, which will 
vary with the content of peroxide in the solid-solution phase [13]. To illustrate rough trends, 
equilibrium oxygen pressures for SrO1.97 [12], and for the oxide-saturated barium peroxide 
are expressed (p in Pa, Tin K) [12, 13]: 
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0.97 
SrO1.97(s) ~ SrO(s) + - T  02(g) 

(la) 

logl0PO2 = 11.4 - 4050/T (lb) 

w 
BaOl-w(O2)w(s) e-~ BaO(s) + ~- O2(g) 

(2a) 

loglopo2 = 11.83 - 7500/T (2b) 

loglo(1 - w) = 0.975 - 1552/T (2c) 

The peroxides crystallize [14, 15] with the CaC2-type structures: CaO2 {P4/mmm; 356, 
596} [16], SrOz {355,655} [17] and BaO2 {381.14(6), 682.15(11)} [15]. 

Carbonates. As intermediate precursors in many preparation routes, AE carbonates 
must be considered. The temperature when the CO2 pressure of the carbonate dissociation 
reaches 100 kPa increases from 897(1)~ for CaCO3 [18] to 1250~ for SrCO3 [19]. The 
corresponding temperature for BaCO3 (expectedly, some 1600~ is not directly measured, 
since strong sintering hampers the kinetics. For the temperature dependence of the equilib- 
rium CO2 pressures of the AE carbonates see Sec. V A. 

The thermodynamically stable modification of calcium carbonate is calcite [20, 21] 
{CaCO3; R3c; 499.00(2), 1700.2(1)}, whereas the structures [22] of strontium and barium 
carbonate are of the aragonite-type: SrCO3 {(7% Ca, 4% Ba); Pmcn; 509.0(2), 835.8(2), 
599.7(4)}, BaCO3 {531.26(5), 889.58(5), 642.84(5)}. 

B. Oxides of  RE elements 

Trivalent REs. The oxides are typical refractory materials with melting points above 
2300~ Several polymorphic modifications occur, depending on temperature, pressure and 
atom size [23]. At ambient pressure, the sesquioxides of the larger (lighter) lanthanoids, 
La-Nd, form hexagonal structures [24] when subject to free cooling from any temperature 
up to the melting point, e.g., La203 {P63/mmc; 393.7, 613.0}. The sesquioxides of the 
small (heavier) lanthanoids Dy-Lu have the cubic [25] bixbyite-type structure {Lu203; lag; 
1039.07} and this also applies [26] to Y203 {1060.3}. In the intermediate size region, a 
monoclinic structure is preferred for Sin, Eu and Gd: {SmzO3; C2/m; 1418, 363.3,884.7, 
99.96} [27]. 

Tetravalent REs. Since Ce, Pr, and Tb can also take a tetravalent state in the oxides, the 
situation becomes more complex. In line with the close structural relationship between the 
bixbyite (for the sesquioxides) and the fluorite (for the dioxides) structure types [28], a se- 
quence of related intermediate phases occurs, with a formula 2RE203-nRE'OE. Symbols 
have been assigned to the occurring phases: n=0, 0 phase (hexagonal RE203); n=0, o 
phase (cubic RE203); n=3, t phase (RETO12); n=4, (RE8014); n=5, ~ phase (RE9016); 
n=6, e phase (REloO18); n=7, 8 phase (REllO20); n=8, [3 phase (RE12022); n=oo, cz 
phase (REO2). The pseudocubic parameter a generally increases with increasing oxygen 
content [28]. The most oxygen-rich CeO2 {Fm3m; 541.1} [29] is formed virtually 
stoichiometric up to some 1300~ in 100 kPa 02 [30]. At room temperature, CeO2 is a well 
defined stoichiometric compound, whereas above some 600~ it broadens into an apprecia- 
ble range of homogeneity with oxygen vacancies (e.g., to a composition of CEO1.72 at 
1000~ However, the equilibrium oxygen~ressures of these solid solutions are very low 
(at 1000~ -10- Pa for CeO1.72 and -10- Pa for CeOi.99) [30]. At ambient temperature, 
three phases (fi, ~ and t) [30, 31] occur between CeO2 and Ce203. Similar compositional 
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features are found among the praseodymium oxides, but here the dissociation pressures are 
much higher [28, 32]. The most oxygen-rich praseodymium dioxide {Fm-3m; 539.3(1)} [33] 
is formed whenpo2> 100 kPa and it decomposes above 310~ in 100 kPa oxygen into the 
[3 phase, with a subsequent decomposition into lower oxides above some 480~ [33]. At am- 
bient temperature, four phases (13, e, ~ and t) [28, 32] are considered stable between PrO2 
and Pr203, the fifth, 8 phase, emerging only in a limited temperature region. Oxygen disso- 
ciation pressures of 1 to 100 kPa between 800 and 1300~ are reported for the range be- 
tween Pr203 and Pr7012 [34]. 

Similar dissociation pressures are measured for the largely analogous terbium oxides. 
TbO2 {Fm3m; 521.9(1)} [35] is formed only on disproportionation in acidic solutions [35] 
(similarly to PbO2) and decomposes above 340~ in 100 kPa 02 into the 8 phase [36]. The 
8 phase is the most oxygen-rich terbium oxide which can be obtained by oxidation with 02 
(TbO2 forms in atomic oxygen [37]) and decomposes into the t phase at -450~ (Po2 = 1.3 
kPa) and subsequently into TbEO3+s (~) at -800~ for po2=1.3 kPa [38]. However, the 
most common preparation route for RE oxides, which involves thermal decomposition of 
oxalate in air at 600 to 1000~ gives reproducibly Tb4OT. This composition is, moreover, 
invariably obtained during various synthesis reactions in 02 at ambient and reduced pres- 
sures [37, 39, 40]. Correspondingly, distinct plateaus at the Zb407 composition are ob- 
served [41, 42] by TG. However, diffraction methods failed to reveal any specific super- 
structure for the Zb407 composition which accordingly is suggested to be a consequence of 
the sluggish kinetics [38, 43]. Oxygen dissociation pressures for the terbium oxides up to 
100 kPa between 500 and 1000~ are reported [44]. 

Mixed oxides. With the exception of the most different pairs of REs by size, which form a 
1:1 ternary oxide, no further ternary compounds are found, but wide ranges of solid solubility 
occur for the RE sesquioxides. The structure of these solid solutions follows the behaviour of the 
binary oxides as a function of temperature and ionic size [23]. 

As may be expected for these refractory oxides, the solid-state diffusion rate is rather 
low and the formation of the 1:1 ternary oxides requires temperatures above 1600~ long 
sintering times and the use of pressure [45]. It has therefore been suggested [46] that they 
in fact are metastable under ambient conditions. Structurally, these oxides are perovskite-re- 
lated {LaYO3; Pnam; 587.7, 849.3,608.7} [47--49]. When based on La, they occur for Ho 
(or Y) and smaller REs [45, 49], hut they are only found for Lu and Sc when based on Pr 
[49]. Scandium, on the other hand, forms ScREO3 with all larger REs than Y [50]. 

The fluorite-type CeO2 phase forms (at say 1600~ an almost continuous series of solid 
solutions with trivalent REs, maximum extent being found between Sm and Ho (or Y) [51- 
53]. These elements of similar size are able (or nearly able) to form the cubic sesquioxide, 
the structure of which is closely related to fluorite. A nearly continuous conversion occurs 
from the fluorite-type CeO2 phase through a (related vacant) cI solid-solution oxide, fol- 
lowed by a narrow (Ax-0.1) miscibility gap into the regime of either a cF or monoclinic ses- 
quioxide [53]. These trends are subject to alterations when equilibrium is established at 
lower temperature than 1600~ [23] or low 02 pressures are used. The latter specification 
is particularly important for the otherwise analogous systems with RE(IV) =Pr [54, 55] and 
Tb [56]. 

Oxide carbonates. As intermediate products of thermal decomposition of hydrated RE 
carbonates or oxalates, oxide carbonates RE202CO3 are obtained for practically all REs 
[57, 58]. Several metastable phases with defined crystal structures are formed as a function 
of temperature, before hexagonal (also type-II) RE202CO3 appears, with crystal structure 
[59, 60] {La202CO3; P63/mmc; 407.55(6), 1595.7(1)} related to that of the hexagonal ox- 
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ides of the early lanthanides. For RE=La, Pr, Nd, Sin, and Gd, these oxide carbonates are 
relatively stable and can be isolated as single phases [58]. 

C. Copper oxides 

Thermodynamics of the copper-oxygen system has been recently assessed [61]. Only 
two copper oxides CuO and Cu20 are normally encountered. CuO is monoclinic [62] 
{C2/c; 468.37(5), 342.26(5), 512.88(6), 99.54(1)} and Cu20 is cubic [63] {Pn3m; 425.7} 
[64]. Both have very narrow homogeneity ranges [65-67]. Recently, a metastable oxidized 
"extension" of the latter structure is reported [68] synthesized {01302; Pn'3m; 431(1)}. A 
true intermediate Cu(I), Cu(II)-oxide has been known for a long time as the mineral para- 
melaconite, Cu403. The phase is tetragonal [69] {141/amd; 582, 988} and has been consid- 
ered metastable before the recent successful synthesis by a long-term air-oxidation of metal- 
lic copper in boiling concentrated aqueous ammonia [70]. Under exotic conditions [71], 
condensed CuO2 molecules can be obtained. 

In line with the noble nature of copper, also the common Cu20 and CuO oxides have 
somewhat limited thermal stability and the Cu-O system depends strongly on the partial 
pressure of oxygen in the surrounding atmosphere. The situation [72] for Po2 = 100 kPa is 
shown in Fig. 2, where also additional 02 isobars are indicated. At po2= 100 kPa, Cu20 
melts at 1229°C, whereas CuO at some ll00°C [65, 73]. In air, however, dissociation of 
CuO into Cu20 and 02 at 10300C precedes the melting of the monoxide. The temperature 
dependence of the dissociation pressure for CuO has been obtained by mass spectrometry 
[74] (679<T<1033 K) and by direct measurements [65] at higher temperatures 
(1173 < T< 1373 K). The latter are expressed as follows (in Pa, K): 

I 
2CuO(s) ~ Ctl20(s) + -~ 02(g) (3a) 

(3b) iogl0Po2 = 14.53- 13260/T 

The analogous relation for Cu20 can be expressed from data in Ref. [61] (in Pa, K; 

I/. 0(; 

130C 

~20C 
U 

800< T< 1300 K): 

1 
Cu20(s) ~-~ 2Cu(s) + ~ O2(g) 

t 

$ log ffo~: 

i L, 

/ f  

IIOC 

o 
lOOC I I P I 

0.0 0.! 0.2 0.3 0.: O.S 

(4a) 

ATOM FRACTION OXYGEN 

Fig. 2 A w--t diagram for the Cu-O system with some equilibrium 02 pressures (in Pa) indicated; af- 
ter Ref. [72] 
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logl0Po2 = 12.485 - 17449/T (4b) 

Of near precursors to the copper oxides, the metallic Cu7Os-wNO3 {Fm3m; 948} is 
worth mentioning as the last intermediate product of the thermal decomposition of copper nitrate 
[75]. 

HI. Ternary and pseudoternary systems 

A. Systems AE(O)-RE(O) 

A general note. The refractory character of the components suggests low rates of diffu- 
sion and problems with the establishment of equilibrium. Experimental data are sometimes 
accompanied by a note that "phase-pure samples could not be obtained" or "a variety of 
other phases seem to appear if other conditions are applied". The AE(O)-RE(O) systems 
are also very sensitive to moisture [76]. Due to the presence of the very electropositive AE 
elements, these ternary oxides will tend to react with CO2 (and other Lewis acids as well 
for that matter). At high temperatures, the first step of such a reaction leads to a formation 
of oxide carbonates [77-79]. 

Ca(O)-RE(O) 

No stable ternary compounds are reported [80] at ambient temperature for the largest 
REs, but some solid solubility in (hexagonal) RE203 is found [80, 81], e.g., x=0.08 for 
RE=La [81]. Starting from Sm, the smaller REs form a high-temperature stable phase 
CaRE407. For the even smaller RE = Dy, a CaFe204-type phase is formed, and its analogue 
is still found in the CaO-Sc203 system [82] {CaSc204; Pnma; 946.1, 1112.2, 314.3} [83]. 
No ternary oxide has been found for RE=Ce(IV) [84]. 

Sr(O)-RE(O) 

Trivalent REs. Compared to CaRE204, in the presence of the larger Sr, the structure can 
tolerate somewhat larger trivalent REs, however, smaller than RE=La [80]. Except for 
RE=Nd, where decomposition occurs before melting, all these phases {SrY204; Pnam; 
1008, 1191, 340} [85] melt congruently at temperatures around 2100~ [80]. Analogous 
phases to (rhombohedral) Ba3RE409 are not observed, but an equi-compositional series of 
phases forms for La, Pr and Nd; also metastable at ambient temperatures [80, 86]. The 
crystal structure [87--89] is monoclinic, {Sr3La409; Cc; 1165.7, 734.8, 1347.1, 115.6} 
[87]. 

Tetravalent REs. Ce, Pr and Tb form two ternary oxides in this system, SrREO3 and 
Sr2REO4, the latter being known only for Ce (stable up to -1400~ where it decomposes 
into SrCeO3 and SrO [84]). The crystal structure [90] of the former is derived from 
perovskite {SrCeO3; P212121; 601.1,858.8,615.6}. Sr2CeO4 is reported [91] to be triclinic 
{607.0, 897.6, 1059.8, 94.7, 90.4, 95.8}, but the present authors have indexed 32 of the 
first 36 PXD reflections orthorhombically { 1034.0(5), 612.4(2), 360.0(2)}. Under reducing 
conditions, phases typical for trivalent REs are formed, like SrTb204, which adopts the cal- 
cium ferrite-type structure [92]. 

Ba(O)-RE(O) 

Trivalent REs. Compared to SrRE204, the presence of the larger Ba makes this calcium 
ferrite-type structure more attractive the largest trivalent REs. BaRE204 occurs for La to Er 
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210C L 
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1700 I 

1500~ "~ [ I 0.2 O./. 

25m(O} IvtOL FRACTION Bc~(O) 

.I t o 

r [ I 
0.6 0.S 

B(~(O) 

Fig. 3 An x-t diagram for the Sm(O)-Ba(O) system in air; after Ref. [80] 

2000 

oO150C 

1 ooo ~- 
r- c? d 

i 
Y(O) 0.2 0.4 ' 016 ' 018 Ba(O) 

MOL FRACTION Ba(O) 

Fig. 4 An x-t diagram for the Y(O)-Ba(O) system in dry Ar/O2 mixture with PO2 =21 kPa; after 
Refs [95, 97] 

and Y [80]. {BaLa204; Pnam; 1066.8(2), 1264.2(2), 370.4(1)} [93], {BaY204; Pnam; 
1039.85(8), 1211.94(9), 345.06(2)} [94]. For RE=Nd and Sin, this phase melts con- 
gruenfly, whereas, for the larger and smaller REs, decomposition occurs before melting; be- 
tween 1850~ for RE=La [80] and 1400~ for RE=Y [80, 95] (a markedly different value 
of -1030~ being also reported [96]). The phase diagram for RE=SIn [80] is illustrated in 
Fig. 3 and for RE=Y [95, 97] in Fig. 4; for further diagrams, see Refs [80, 98, 99]. 

For Sm and smaller REs, another phase, Ba3RE409 occurs as well. When its synthesis 
is attempted from RE oxides and BaCO3, high temperatures are required, increasing with 
the electropositive character of the involved RE; from 1000~ for RE =Lu to 1550~ for 
RE=SIn [80]. The crystal structures [100] of the Ba3RE409 phases are rhombohedral 
{Ba3Tm409; R3; 605.56(4), 2495.7(2)}. 

Tetravalent REs. In 02 atmosphere, Ce, Pr and Tb form only one ternary oxide with 
BaO, viz., BaREO3 [101], the crystal structures of which being slightly distorted variants of 
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2000 
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~ ~ 1  i J 6 i , i i i - 

y(o/co3) 012 0.4 0.6 0.8 Ba(O/CO3 ) 
MOL FRACTION Ba(O) 

Pig. 5 A phenomenological x--t diagram for BaCOa-based syntheses in the Y(O/CO3)-Ba(O/CO3) sys- 
tem in air; after Ref. [95] 

the perovskite (orthorhombic for RE=Ce and Pr, and rhombohedral for RE=Tb 
[102, 103]). Naturally, under reducing conditions, BaRE204 is obtained also for RE=Ce, 
Pr, Tb [80, 104]. 

Oxide carbonates. In the Ba(O/CO3)-Y(O/CO3) system, at least two oxide carbonates 
occur. One has a triple-perovskite structure [94] with a (disordered) carbonate group at one 
of the three B-sites per unit cell {Ba3Y2(CO3)Os; P4/mmm; 438.63(4), 1185.9(2)} [78]. 
This phase has proved [78, 105] to be identical with Y2Ba205 claimed in Refs 
[76, 106, 107]. Another oxide carbonate of composition Ba4Y2OT-CO2 is suggested [77], 
corresponding to what was originally (with some caution due to unindexable PXD data) pro- 
posed as an oxide phase [76]. Like carbonates, also oxide carbonates release CO2 at high 
enough temperatures, depending on the partial pressure of CO2 in the reaction atmosphere. 
As an example, Ba3Y2(CO3)O5 decomposes [78] at 960~ in oxygen atmosphere with 
-5 ppm CO2 into the Ba3Y409 phase and what can be identified (by PXD) as the uncertain 
Ba4Y207.CO2. The formation and decomposition temperatures of oxide carbonates in the 
Ba(O/CO3)-Y(O/CO3) system for an air atmosphere are studied in detail in Ref. [95]. A 
phenomenological chemical phase diagram [95] showing, inter alia, the observed lower tem- 
perature limits for formation from a BaCO3-containing starting mixtures, is given in Fig. 5. 

B. Systems AE(O)-Cu(O) 

A general note. The AE(O)--Cu(O) systems have proved rather difficult to investigate. 
The variability of the Cu valence, combined with the strong basicity of the AE oxides, re- 
suits in a tendency to form more oxidized cuprates when the AE content increases. At the 
same time, the reactivity towards CO2 is more pronounced and higher temperatures for syn- 
theses of pure oxides are required when COx is present in the environment. The possibly 
formed oxide carbonate phases are difficult to identify. Occurrence of both oxide carbonates 
and highly oxidized cuprates intermingles in the picture of the redox equilibria, since the en- 
tropy of the liberated gaseous species is the main factor governing their thermodynamics. In 
addition, structural characterizations of these phases are often complicated by vacancies en- 
countered in both the oxygen- and the AE-sublattices, and this leads to a variety of order- 
disorder phenomena. 
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Fig. 6 A y--t diagram for the Ca(O)-Cu(O) system in air; after Refs [111, 112] 

Ca(O)-Cu(O) 

Due to the variable valence of Cu, the Ca(O)-Cu(O) phase system changes with varying 
partial pressure of oxygen. The occurring redox relationships have been examined [ 108] by 
means of EMF measurements in ZrO2 solid-electrolyte cells. Functions of standard free en- 
ergies of formation are evaluated and mapping of the phase relationships is attempted in a 
three-dimensional y-p- t  phase diagram covering the interval 10-9<po2< 105 Pa [108]. 
Thermodynamic assessment of this phase system which includes also solidus-liquidus and 
redox equilibria is attempted in Ref. [109]. An example for the y-t  phase diagram is shown 
in Fig. 6, based on consensus data referring to an air atmosphere [110-112], and similar to 
what is seen for pure oxygen [110, 113]. Three ternary oxides are encountered: 

Ca2CuO3, with orthorhombic crystal structure [114, 115] {Immm; 1220.8(6), 376.8(2), 
324.9(2)} [116]. This phase has the highest thermal stability of these four intermediate 
phases, and melts incongruently at 1085(3)~ in oxygen [ 113]. In the same atmosphere at 
temperatures below some 7000C, this phase is not formed and CaO and Cal-yCuO2 are seen 
instead [112, 117]. The oxygen content of Ca2CuO3 [118] does not vary significantly from 
what corresponds to Vcu = 2 and this is apparently the reason for the instability against the 
more oxidized phase at low temperatures. 

Cal-yCuO2, actually a structural series with superstructures or incommensurate order- 
ings based on a CaCuO2 subeell {Fmmm; 280.7(1), 635.1(2), 1059.7(3)} [119]. The crystal 
structure [119] contains linear edge-sharing chains, of cuprate squares. Such an arrangement 
does not usually allow for any significant occurrence of oxygen vacancies, yet an oxygen 
content of 1.93(1) for y = 0.167 has been measured, practically independent of temperature 
[117]. Since the Cu valence is high, the phase decomposes at the relatively low temperature 
of 835~ in oxygen, whereas in air already at 755"C [112]. The Ca deficiency is associated 
with various possibilities for superstructure ordering, such as in Ca4CusOlo {Pnca; a" =5a} 
[119] or CasCu6Ol2. The latter was indexed on a monoelinic supercell {1680, 632, 1095, 
75} [120]. The "homogeneity" range for AE depends somewhat on temperature and oxygen 
pressure, since, despite the fixed oxygen content, the Cu valence may still tend to vary 
through the change in the AE content. 

CaCu'2Oa {Pmmm; 985, 411,347} has tetrahedrally distorted square Cu-O coordina- 
tion, with each square (a fiat tetrahedron) sharing three of its four corners to form double 
chains [121]. Probably as a result of the tetrahedral deformation, the oxygen content is fixed 
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(Cu(II)), and this contributes to the narrow range of thermal stability for this phase which 
occurs between 977(3) and 1045(5)~ in oxygen [113], or at somewhat lower temperatures 
in air. Recently, based on EDAX analysis, a composition Ca3CuTO10 is suggested {o; 994.2, 
407.9, 345.9} [113], but a crystal structural confirmation of this claim is yet lacking. 

Sr(O)-Cu(O) 

Redox equilibria have been examined [122, 123] in the Sr(O)--Cu(O) phase system, by 
means of EMF measurements on ZrO2 solid-electrolyte cells. Functions of standard free en- 
ergies of formation are evaluated and mapping of the phase relationships is attempted in a 
three-dimensional x--p-t phase diagram covering the interval of 10 -9 <Po2 < 1011 Pa [122]. 
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Fig. 7 A y-t diagram f o r  Sr(O)-Cu(O) s y s t e m  in a i r ;  a f t e r  R e f .  [124]  

Ambient partial pressures of oxygen. The y-t diagram [124] is shown in Fig. 7. Three 
ternary phases are encountered: 

Srz42uO3 {lmmm; 1269, 391, 348}. The crystal structure [125], seen already for 
Ca2CuO3, contains chains of copper--oxygen coordination squares, and does not exhibit any 
significant variations in the oxygen content as a function of temperature [123]. However, at 
high pressures, the oxygen content may increase substantially. 

o-SrCuO2+w {Cmcm; 357.7(1), 1634.2(1), 391.82(7)} [126]. The crystal structure 
[114, 126] contains edge sharing, slightly deformed, double-square cuprate anions, con- 
nected into zig-zag chains. Only minor variations in the oxygen content are allowed in this 
arrangement, 1.975<w<2.035, as observed for 0.01 < po2< 100 kPa at 900~ 123]. 

Srt4Cu24Oah with crystal structure [127, 128] described as being incommensurate, 
{Sr2Cu203; Fmmm, 1145.7(5), 1340.9(9), 393~5(3); +10/7CUO2; Amma; 1145.7(5), 
1340.9(9), 274.0(2)} [128] and it is nearly compatible with a 7c=10c' superstructure 
[124, 127]. The oxygen content is almost independent of temperature (Aw < 0.002 per Cu 
between 670 and 970~ and the relatively high Cu valence vcu=2.24 is preserved until de- 
composition. 

Low partial pressures of oxygen. The y-t diagram [122] at Po: = 10 Pa, calculated from 
EMF-based thermodynamic data is shown in Fig. 8. The diagram is nearly identical with 
the diagram in Ref. [123] which is based on direct observations. One new ternary phase is 
seen, compared with the ambient-pressure situation: 

SrCu202 {I41amd; 548,982}, has crystal structure [129] with a typical linear coordina- 
tion at each monovalent Cu, which is in turn located tetrahedrally around each oxygen atom. 
This phase is the last ternary oxide appearing upon reduction of the more oxidized phases. 
As an example of the redox reactions, Sr14Cu24041 decomposes [123] at 920~ and 
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Fig. 8 A y--r diagram for the Sr(O)--Cu(O) system at po2= 10 Pa calculated from thermodynamic data; 
after Ref. [122] 

p o z = 6  kPa into SrCuO2 and CuO. The SrCuO2 phase gives in turn SrCu202 at 820~ when 
po:  = 10 Pa [123]. Under the same conditions, the Sr2CuO3 phase is still stable. 

High pressures of oxygen. The y--p isothermal phase diagram [130] for 775~ up to 
p o : = 6 0  MPa, is shown in Fig. 9, More oxidized phases or structures are stabilized under 
high pressures of oxygen: 

SrzCuO4.-w {14/mmm; 376.31(1), 1256.01(9)} [131] and related Srn+lCunO2n+2-w se- 
ries [132]. The crystal structure [131] of Sr2CuO4--w is basically of the K2NiF4 type (also 
designated as the T type). It differs from the ambient pressure Sr2CuO3 in that the Cu--O 
coordination squares are appended to approach octahedral coordination, while some oxygen 
vacancies are created. The symmetry of the oxygen ordering is complex and the superstruc- 
ture is considered to be incommensurate [133, 134]. An oxygen vacancy content as low as 
w=0.1 is reported [135] after treatment under 16 MPa of oxygen at 400~ whereas w=0.5 
after a high-pressure synthesis at 6 GPa and 850~ with KC104 as a source of oxygen. The 
significance of this high-pressure phase is seen in the observed high-To superconductivity, 
reaching a maximum Tc of some 90 K at intermediate levels of oxygen content [136]. 
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Fig. 9 A y-p diagram for the Sr(O)--Cu(O) system at 775~ in oxygen; after Ref. [130] 
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These high pressure samples are not usually phase pure. One such minor phase has re- 
cently been attempted identified as monoclinic SrCuOT/3+w 0 < w <  1, {Pm; 843, 1110, 
364, 83.2}, based on HREM [137]. Another minority phase designated as Sr6CusOw, {o; 
378.9, 802.7,1250} has been reported under KC103-assi~ted experiments [138]. However, 
the same technique led recently to the synthesis of a bulk phase: 

Sr2Cu205 with orthorhombic crystal structure [139] {Pbam; 542.4(2), 1083.7(4), 
373.1(1)}, having exclusively square-pyramidal copper coordinations, connected at their 
apices. This non-superconducting [139] phase is of the Ca2Mn205 type and has also ana- 
lo~es where Sr is completely replaced by La [140] or Nd [141]. 

High pressures. High-pressure syntheses in belt- or anvil-cell-type apparatus yield sev- 
eral new structures: 

t-SrCuO2 {P4/mmm; 392.6, 343.2} [142]. The crystal structure [142] of the phase 
obtained at 6 GPa and 1050~ contains sheets of corner sharing, copper-oxygen coordi- 
nation squares in an extremely simple, perovskite-like arrangement. A related series, 
Srn-lCUn+ 102n, n=3, 5 .... can be obtained under similar conditions [143]. 

Srl-f~uOz, y=1/4, has an incommensurate structure [130] {oI; 681.82(12), 371.13(7), 
1102.03(17); + oF; 681.82(12), 272.90(3), 1102.03(17)}, 25b=34b', and is related or analo- 
gous to the series occurring [119, 120] for AE=Ca. 

Oxide carbonates. For compositions most rich in Sr, oxide carbonates may occur: 
Sr2CuO2(CO3) has been identified [144] as an intermediate of the synthesis of Sr2CuO3 

from BaCO3 and CuO. The crystal structure [144] solved from PND data {P4/mmm; 
390.33(2), 749.25(4)} consists of CuO2 planes interconnected at octahedral apices by CO3 
groups. In a further investigation of the crystal structure [145], a determination was at- 
tempted for the orientation of the carbonate groups in a single-phase material {/4; 780.5, 
1499.3}. The same structure [146] is obtained by replacing, say, 20% of the carbonate 
groups by borate, {/4; 778.81(15), 1496.8(3)}. Above some 220"C, a structural transition 
is observed {P4212; 554.36(1), 753.82(1)} [147]. Another oxide carbonate was obtained al- 
most single phase in an anvil-cell synthesis {Sr3Cu2(CO3)Ow; t; 391, 1088} [148], obvi- 
ously a triple perovskite. 

Ba(O)--Cu(O) 

The redox equilibria in the Ba(O)-Cu(O) system have been examined [149], by means 
of thermodynamical modelling on a selected set of reliably defined phases. An experimental 

O 

BaO CuzO 
BaO BaCu20~ Cu20 

Fig. 10 Isothermal BaO--Cu20-O diagram at 727~ calculated from thermodynamic data; after Ref. 
[149]. POz in Pa is given in 3-phase fields 
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Fig. 11 A y-t diagram for the Ba(O)-Cu(O) system in an Ar/Oz mixture with poz=21 kPa; after 
Refs [151, 152] 

verification of these data and their extension into the Ba-rich region, accompanied by de- 
tailed characterizations of the investigated phases (including residual-carbon analyses), ap- 
peared recently [150]. Details on the s--/equilibria are also provided in Ref. [150]. As an 
example for the subsolidus redox relationships, the situation [149] at 727~ is shown in 
Fig. 10. 

Moderately oxidizing conditions. The y-t  phase diagram [151, 152] is shown in Fig. I 1, 
as seen by microscopy, DTA and TG, at temperatures relevant for ceramic firing processes, 
in an atmosphere ofpo2=21 kPa in Ar. At temperatures above some 800~ two ternary 
phases are identified, the second one, however, is suspected to be an oxide carbonate. 

Ba2CuO4.-w, takes a K2NiF4 type, orthorhombically deformed structure [151]. At 
810~ and poz=21 kPa, an orthorhombic-to-tetragonal transition is observed [152]. Ac- 
cording to the p-t-w diagram [150] this transition occurs around 4-w=3.2 and is accompa- 
nied by a small discontinuity (a jump) in the oxygen content of the phase, yielding the high- 
temperature phase with oxygen content of <3.1 per formula. The oxygen content at the onset 
of the transition (when varied by Po2) increases slightly with increasing temperature. The 
phases can be quenched to room temperature, e.g., tetragonal Ba2CuO3.10 {I4/mmm; 399.2, 
1298.5} [153] from 850~ when po2=103 Pa, or the orthorhombic Ba2CuO3.30 {lmmm; 
1296.6, 410.1, 390.7} [151] from 700~ in oxygen [150]. The relatively high oxidation 
state of Cu occurs in accordance with the high BaO content in the oxide. The Ba2CuO4_w 
phase is not formed on firing of carbonaceous starting materials or in air at temperatures 
below the melting point in the carbonate system (which is lower [154]) than 890~ [150] for 
Ba2CuO4-w), but is readily obtained [152] from the oxides or BaO2. 

BaCuOz+w, which undoubtedly is only an approximate formula for this cubic phase 
with an unusually large unit cell. The oxygen content w can change over a modest range, as 
corresponds to {VCu=2.18(2); c; 1830.3(6)} and {Vcu=l.96(4); c; 1828.8(4)} [105]. The 
crystal structure [155] has several complex and crystallografically somewhat disturbing fea- 
tures and has therefore been a subject of many studies by a variety of structural techniques 
[116, 156-158]. Two explanations for the encountered structural problems have been sug- 
gested: (i) partial occupancies at several Cu- and O-sites, and/or (ii) stabilization by a pres- 
ence of carbonate ions. As an example for the vacancy problem, two different unit-formulae 
(Z=96 assummed for both) are obtained for a fully oxidized sample by a single-crystal 
method [158] and Rietveld refinement from PXD data [159], viz., Ba0.92CUl.0602.14 and 
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Bao.92Cul.0102.17, respectively. However, PND data [116] give yet another answer, 
Bao.92Cuo.9401.94. The idea that this phase actually is an oxide carbonate has been sup- 
ported by a combined structural [160] evaluation based on PND and PXD data. Rietveld re- 
finements were able to localize carbon where previously a Cu or alternatively an O atom 
was considered having a "strange" environment, and enabled even the location of the eight 
O sites appearing due to the statistical disorder of the carbonate-group orientations 
{Ba44Cu4s(CO3)6081 +~ Irn3m 1830.69(2)}. The possibility of BaCuO2 being an oxide car- 
bonate cannot easily be dismissed based on the synthesis conditions because the tempera- 
lures were generally under I000~ and the omnipresence of traces of CO2 in the chemical 
environment, starting materials, etc. Further support may be given by the fact that the only 
structural analogue to BaCuO2+w is a nickel oxide carbonate [161,162]. There are also ob- 
servations of some CO2 evolution during the acid hydrolysis of the sample, and of abnor- 
mally high contents of residual CO2 as compared with other Ba cuprates (like BazCuO4_w) 
[150]. 

It has been suggested that additional, Cu-rich phases exist in this system, appearing as 
satellite phases during the crystallization of the YBagCu307 superconductor. One example is 
given here for such a structure [163] identified from electron diffraction pattern of the sat- 
ellite reflections: BaCu304 {Cmmm; 1098, 550, 392}. However, a confirmation of this in 
form of a synthesized bulk material is yet lacking. 

Highly oxidizing conditions. Investigations of chemical phase relations in the Ba(O)- 
Cu(O) system at temperatures below 800~ or at high pressures of oxygen has proved ex- 
tremely demanding on experimental and analytical techniques. In particular, this is due to 
the sluggish kinetics during the syntheses at low temperatures, strong affinity of both the 
starting materials and products towards the carbon dioxide, and the possibility for reaching 
relatively very high oxidation states of Cu. The phases then can decompose upon liberation 
of COz and/or Oz as a function of pressure and temperature, and this complicates their iden- 
tification. In this situation it was not unreasonable to approach the problem by thermody- 
namic modelling [149], and the thus obtained phase diagrams are shown in Fig. 12 for y--t 
coordinates at ambient oxygen pressure and in Fig. 13 for y-p coordinates at 827~ One 
highly oxidized phase appears: 

Ba2Cu30~-w, the elusive low-temperature phase, has only recently been synthesized 
phase pure [164]. The crystal structure is suggested [164] to be related to those of NaCuO2 
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~400 b 
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Ba(O) 
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Fig. 12 A "low temperature" y-t diagram for the Ba(O)-Cu(O) system in 
21 kPa, calculated from thermodynamic data; after Ref. [149] 

Cu(O) 

an Ar/02 mixture with PCh = 
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Fig. 13 A y-p diagram for the Ba(O)-Cu(O) system at 827~ calculated from thermodynamic data; after 
Ref. [149] 

and KCuO2 [165], and therefore analogous to the AEI_yCuO2 phases where AE =Ca or Sr. 
The structure contains edge-sharing chains of square coordinated copper interleaved by Ba 
layers and mutually ordered into a monoclihic superstructure [166] {P2; 848, 733, 1215.4, 
110.4}. The superstructure is based on a more elementary structural arrangement [167] re- 
ferring to the Ba-sublattice [164] {Cracm; 729.8(3), 425.9(2), 1142.1(3)} [168]. In line 
with the suggested structural prototypes, it is also proposed [164] that there exists a homo- 
geneity region with respect to Ba, 0.33 <y <0.25, referring to the formula Bal_yCuO2. The 
PXD pattern of Ba2Cu306-w can be identified as the main component in most of the pre- 
viously published reports on the high-oxygen, BaCuO2.5 phase, either as synthesized at 
high-pressures [169, 170], or low-temperatures [171-173]. Very often, one of the minor 
components is then barium carbonate. The saturated oxygen content of this phase [166, 174] 
at 21 kPa O2 and 300~ corresponds to VCu=2.51. It can be reduced [174] to some 
VCu=2.37 before thermal decomposition above some 700~ [175] into the less oxidized 
Ba2CuO4_w and CuO [149], or into, also less oxidized, "BaCuOz+w"oxide carbonate and 
CuO [164, 170, 174, 176]. Barium carbonate would be necessary for the latter reaction, but 
it can be identified in the PXD diagrams in small mounts in all these cases. The onset of 
the BazCu306_w decomposition is reported [176] to be as low as 600~ and the completion 
to take a considerable amount of time. The reverse of this reaction, viz., the decomposition 
of the "BaCuO2+w" oxide carbonate into Ba2Cu306-w (and BaCO3) is observed at low tem- 
peratures [177] or at high pressures [178], indicating that the redox component, and not the 
carbonatization, is the dominant driving force for the reaction. The low thermal stability of 
the highly oxidized Ba2Cu306-w severely limits its synthesis conditions to carbonate-free 
and reactive, usually nitrate-based starting materials [172, 178-180]. 

High pressures. A high-pressure BaCuO3_w phase is reported [170] in addition to those 
included in Fig. 13. Its crystal structure [170] {P2221; 982.7(1), 567.83(7), 952.52(4)} 
seems to resemble that of BaMnO3, but contains an extensive amount of oxygen vacancies. 

Reducing conditions. Two new phases appear at low partial pressures of oxygen and high 
temperatures, BaCu202 and Ba3CuO4 (the latter is not included in the phase diagrams in 
Figs 11, 12 and 13): 

BaCu2Oz, with the crystal structure [181] already encountered in the Sr version 
{141amd; 572.2, 1006.4} and monovalent Cu, is the last ternary oxide appearing upon re- 
duction in the Ba(O)-Cu(O) system. 
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Ba3CuO4 {h; 788,3, 1555} [182], perhaps somewhat surprisingly belongs also into this 
category of reduced phases. The reason is that it decomposes into Ba2CuO4_w when exposed 
to an ambient oxygen atmosphere at elevated temperatures. This means that Ba3CuO4 has a 
structuraUy fixed oxygen content and divalent copper, which, owing to the large content of 
Ba, can only be maintained at relatively reducing conditions (950~ and Po2 =0.1 Pa). 

Oxide carbonates. Except for the "BaCuOf' phase which actually may be a carbonate- 
stabilized phase, a true oxide carbonate occurs in the Ba-rich region: 

Ba2CuO2(CO3), is structurally very similar or analogous {t, 400.2(1), 797.4(3)} [183] 
with the already described Sr variant Sr2CuO2(CO3). It is possible that the oxygen content 
is variable, in line with the behaviour of the corresponding oxide. The synthesis of a single- 
phase product is difficult, being hindered by the sluggish kinetics in the closed system syn- 
theses, and this probably prevented specific structural characterizations. 

Ca,Sr(O)--Cu(O) 

Ambient oxygen pressures. Wide ranges of solid solubility exist between pairs of corre- 
sponding cuprates, as can be seen from the phase diagrams for the Ca(O)--Sr(O)-Cu(O) sub- 
solidus system [10, 111, 179, 184]. The situation at 850~ is shown in Fig. 14. In the re- 
cent study of Ref. [10], the miscibility gap in the (Ca,Sr)O solid solution is observed, and 
also the tie lines are redetermined in detail. A complete solid solubility occurs between 
Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3 [10, 111, 179, 184, 185]. Roughly half of the strontium may be re- 
placed by Ca in Sr14Cu24041, and in the ambient-pressure phase o-SrCuO2+w at 850~ 
[184]. Higher solid solubilities are observed at higher temperatures [10, i11, 179]. Struc- 
tural details for these solid solutions are given in Refs [127, 186]. In addition, a very spe- 
cific partial Sr, Ca replacement may stabilize the high-pressure structure of the t-SrCuO2 
type also under ambient conditions: 

Cal_3SryCuO2 is obtained single phase for 0.13 <y < 0.17, as an example, for y = 0.14 
{P4/mmm; 386.11(2), 319.95(2)} [187] and for y=0.16 {P4/mmm; 386.7(2), 321.95(2)} 
[111]. Detailed variation of the unit-cell parameters as a function of composition is shown 
in Ref. [188]. The discovery of this phase was given considerable attention, since its crystal 
structure contains only the infinite sheets of corner-shared squares as the copper oxygen co- 
ordinations, and was quickly dubbed "the parent structure of the high-To superconductors" 
(Eventually, the structure has been made superconducting by using high-pressure syntheses 

Cu(O) 

A 

St(O) Ca(O) 

Fig. 14 Subso|idus Sr(O)--Ca(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 850~ as observed for syntheses from oxides 
in air; after Refs [1[], ]84] 
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SrO, 3aO 
Sr(O) Ca(O) 

Fig. 15 Subsolidus Sr(O)--Ca(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 775~ under high-pressure oxygen, 
po2=35 MPa; after Ref. [191] 

for doped versions: A p-type superconductor with Tc = 110 K is obtained by introducing AE- 
vacancies [189], and an n-type superconductor by Nd-doping [190].). 

High oxygen pressures. Both the high pressure and the highly oxidative environment of 
these experiments affect the stability of the solid-solution phases. The phase diagram [ 191] 
at a high pressure of oxygen (po2=35 MPa) and a relatively low temperature (775~ in 
Fig. 15 is a good example for such oxidizing conditions. The most remarkable change noted 
here is the restricted solid solubility of Sr2CuO3+wand Ca2CuO3, which otherwise are com- 
pletely miscible [179] both at ambient conditions and at high pressure (1 GPa, not of oxy- 
gen). The obvious reason is that the Sr phase oxidizes into the K2NiF4-type structure under 
the oxygen pressure, whereas the Ca counterpart does not, and retains its structural coordi- 
nation squares at Cu. The other changes introduced by the high oxygen pressure are that the 
highly oxidized phases (or structural series) Cal-yCuO2 and Srl-yCuO2 emerge, with what 
appears as complete solid solubility. The SrCuO2-based solid solution is unstable, as well as 
is the Cal_ySryCuO2 phase (0.13<y<0.17) [191]. On the other hand, the stability of the 
latter is increased under high-pressure anvil-cell conditions (-6 GPa, not of oxygen) 
[142, 1891. 

Cu(O) 

Cr ~ BQO 
Cat, O) Be(O) 

Fig. 16 A portion (indicated by the thick frame) of the subsolidus Ca(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) phase diagram 
as observed for syntheses from BaCuO2 and Ca2CuO3 precursors in oxygen at 920-950~ after 
Ref. [193] 
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Ca,Ba(O)-Cu(O) 

Oxide systems. The size difference between Ba and Ca is appreciable in the Ba(O)- 
Ca(O)-Cu(O) subsolidus system (Fig. 16), and only one true quaternary oxide is reported 
[192, 193]: 

Ba4CaCu3Ow, with a cubic, perovskite-related, Ba4YCu3Os.5+w-type structure [194], 
which contains Cu-coordination octahedra and (disordered) squares {Ba4CaCu3Ow; Im3m; 
813.98(1)}. 

Oxide carbonates. Also here the significant size-difference between Ba and Ca provides 
for a specific ordering in a perovskite-related structure type: 

Ba4CaCu2CO306 with tetragonal structure [195] contains isolated copper--oxygen coor- 
dination squares, bridged at their octahedral apices by carbonate anions, and linear copper- 
oxygen dumbbels, also occurring in the vicinity of the carbonate groups {P4/mmm; 
578.79(2), 814.09(3)}. Despite the different coordinations, copper is divalent on the aver- 
age. A similar or identical phase has been also obtained previously, showing that the details 
in the oxygen and carbonate content can be variable [196, 197]. The compound is so stable 
that it can be obtained by direct synthesis in air from carbonaceous components at some 
960~ [195]. 

Several other related, but less-stable phases, or perhaps structural patterns, can be 
prepared in thin layers by laser ablation, adopting the general formula 
(CaCuO3)m(Ba2CuO2CO3)n [198]. 

Cu(O) 

r sr~cuo~ . -, Ba2CuO ~ 

. St(O) Ba(O) 

]Pig. 17 A portion (indicated by the chick frame) o f  the subsolidus Sr(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram as 
observed in oxygen at 950~ after Ref. [199] 

Sr, Ba(O)-Cu(O) 

Oxide systems. Owing to the similarity of these two AEs, no true quaternary oxide oc- 
curs, but there are ranges of solid solubility between the corresponding cuprates (Fig. 17) 
[199]. Of these mixed systems, the mutual solid solubility of Ba2CuO3+w and SrzCuO3 is 
investigated in particular [153]. Since the oxygen content of the former phase is variable, 
whereas rather constant in the latter at ambient conditions, the homogeneity range varies 
with the partial pressure of oxygen. For samples quenched from IO00~ there is almost 
complete solid solubility between Ba2CuO4--w (w=l) and SrlCuO3, with continuous vari- 
ation in the unit-cell parameters and oxygen content across the composition range. 
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Oxide carbonates. No new structural arrangements appear as a result of the simultane- 
ous presence of Sr and Ba as compared to the systems with one AE. However, a complete 
solid solubility is seen in the (Srl_yBay)2CuO3_~CO3) system [183,200]. The unit cell of 
these solid solutions has been described for both the low- and high-temperature types of 
Sr2Cu(CO3)O6. Although a y=0.5 sample is of the low-temperature type {P4/mmm; 
392.81(1), 760.45(2)} according to a PND study [201], single-crystal investigation [202] 
seems to indicate that a further Sr, Ba mixing stabilizes the ordering of the carbonate groups 
{y--0.5; P4212; 556.1,782.3 }. This solid-solution phase is remarkable by its superconduc- 
tivity (Tr K), occurring after oxygen doping at 5 MPa [203]. 

C. Systems RE(O)-Cu(O) 

A general note. Various structures (phases) are formed depending on the RE element 
and partial pressure of oxygen. The attainable oxidation state of Cu is somewhat lower than 
it was the case with the AE elements, in conformity with the difference in the electropositive 
character between RE and AE. Generally, Cu(II) compounds are formed at ambient oxygen 
pressures, below 1000-1100~ Formation of ternary oxides with formally Cu(III) is ob- 
served only for the most electropositive REs at high pressures of oxygen. Compounds of 
Cu(I) are obtained under reducing conditions or at rather high temperatures. The redox 
equilibria have been studied in detail, both by EMF measurements in a ZrO2 cell (RE=Y 
[204], RE =Gd [205, 206] and by coulometric oxygen titration (RE=Y [207]). 

Ambient oxygen pressures. Two compositions are observed, RE2Cu205 and RE2CuO4, 
both appearing in two structure types, their stability [208] being dependent on the RE size: 

o-RE2CuzOs, is formed for small RE atoms, such as RE=Dy-Lu, Y, Sc [209]. As an 
example: {Y2Cu2Os; Pna21; 1080.03(8), 349.53(2), 1245.88(8)} [210]. The crystal struc- 
ture [210-214] contains slightly deformed Cu--O coordination tetrahedra, and the oxygen 
content is therefore structurally fixed. The x-t phase diagram for the Y(O)--Cu(O) system in 
air, as obtained [204, 215] by DTA and PXD, is shown in Fig. 18. The Y2CuzO5 phase is 
entropy stabilized [204, 216] and therefore unstable at low temperatures. A mixture of the 
binary oxides is more stable below 680~ [175], referring to ambient partial pressures of 
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Fig.  18 An x-t diagram for the Y(O)--Cu(O) system in air; after Refs [204, 215] 
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oxygen (730~ determined [217] from a change in decomposition products of more com- 
plex oxides, whereas 700~ is calculated from thermodynamic data [207]). 

m-RE2Cu2Os, has been observed [218-220] in an extremely narrow region of tempera- 
tures just above 1000*C for large trivalent RE=Nd and La. The crystal structure [218-220] 
{Nd2Cu2Os; C2/c; 1372.812), 365.66(2), 27.549(3), 105.1911)} [219], contains Cu-coordi- 
nation octahedra connected by coordination squares, and has divalent copper. This phase is 
considered [218] to be a member of a structural series RE4+4nCus+2nO14+n, seen so far only 
for n=2 and n=3. 

t-RE2CuO4, also referred to as the T' phase, forms for large RE except La (RE = Gd, 
Sin, Nd and Pr) [209]. As examples: Gd2CuO4 {14/mmm; 380, 1180} [221], Nd2CuO4 
{394.5, 1217.1} [222], and Pr2CuO4 {396.01(3), 1223.011)} [223]. The crystal structure 
[221-224] contains sheets of square-planar, corner-sharing cuprate anions, interchanging 
with layers of isolated oxide anions, both layers interleaved by RE. Therefore t-RE2CuO4 is 
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Fig. 19 An x--t diagram for the Nd(O)--Cu(O) system in air; after Refs [219, 227] 
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really a cuprate oxide, and the formula could as well be written RE2(CuO2)O 2. Also this 
structure appears to be entropy stabilized [206]. This series of phases is remarkable in the 
sense that its members become superconducting upon electron doping, which may be 
achieved either by partial F for O [225] or Ce for Nd (= RE) [226] substitution, but not by 
deoxidation, since the oxygen content is structurally fixed. The x-t phase diagram for the 
Nd(O)-Cu(O) system in air, as obtained [227,228] by DTA, TG, SEM, EMP and PXD, is 
shown in Fig. 19. A similar diagram is obtained [229] for RE=Eu. 

o-RE2CuO4, also referred to as a T phase, forms only for RE=La and has an orthor- 
hombically distorted structure [221,230] of the K2NiF4 type {La2CuO4; Bmab; 536.3(5), 
540.9(5), 1317(1)} [230]. This structure contains layers of octahedral, corner-sharing cu- 
prate anions. The layers are slightly buckled, due to a tilt of the octahedral building units. 
At -200~ the tilt disappears and a transformation into the tetragonal K2NiF4-type struc- 
ture is observed [231]. The T phase, as hole doped by the Ba for La substitution, is the 
phase which was identified as responsible [232] for the discovery of high-To superconduc- 
tivity [233]. 

The x-r phase diagram for the La(O)-Cu(O) system in air [220] is shown in Fig. 20. 
One additional phase with suggested composition YCu202.5 is seen [215] between some 
1000-1100~ by high-temperature PXD. This phase could not be quenched to room tem- 
perature. No structural interpretation is given, but the relatively simple PXD diagram could 
correspond to a spinel phase. From Fig. 18, however, it seems not likely that it contains 
Cu(I) as suggested by the formula. 

No ternary oxides of tetmvalent Ce, Pr and Tb with CuO are hitherto reported 
[227, 234]. However, there is no reason why these REs should not be accommodated in 
structures appropriate to RE(Ill) if reducing conditions are adopted. Pr2CuO4 is even high- 
ter@erature stable in air [104]. 

High oxygen pressures. RE2Cu205 is reported to be stable at po~=20 MPa [235]. At 
even h~gher pressures, a phase based on Cu(III) is expected to take over, but this prediction 
has so far only been confirmed [140, 236, 237] for RE=La: 

LaCuO3~v, with a distorted rhombohedral perovskite structure of the LaNiO3 type 
{LaCuO3.0o; r; 550.19(3), 1321.21(5)} [237] is synthesized at pressures of around 6 GPa of 
o• generated from KC104 and high temperatures of up to 1500~ The rhombohedral 
~acture undergoes a transformation into a low-temperature modification (but still probably 

iuetastable [238]) of tetmgonal [140] symmetry {LaCuO3.o0; P4/m; 381.88(1), 397.27(1)}, 
which represents a Jahn-Teller elongated, single-perovskite cell. This phase is obtained for 
0 < w < 0.17 upon annealing the high-pressure rhombohedral LaCuO3 at temperatures of 
some 500~ necessary to enable some diffusion, but not to cause any reduction of the oxy- 
gen content. When the variation in the oxygen content is attempted by controlling the partial 
pressure of oxygen at similar low temperatures, the compositions seems to easily vary over 
an extremely broad region of 0<w<0 .5 .  This leads to a formation of (at least) two struc- 
turally ordered variants: 

LasCusOls--w' with a range of homogenenity of 1.00 < w' < 1.90 and a monoclinic struc- 
ture [238] {P2/m; 862.88(1), 383.08(1), 865.15(1), 90.217(1)}. 

LaeCuzOs+w,, with an orthorhombic structure [140, 239] and a homogeneity range [239] 
of 0.00< w"<0.14 {Pbam; 554.90(1), 1047.74(2), 387.96(1)}. The phase has corner-shar- 
ing square-pyramidal coordinations, and has neodymium [141] and strontium [139] ana- 
log3Jes. 

No data are available for the behaviour of the Nd2CuO4-type phases at high oxygen pres- 
sures, almost certainly due to the occurrence of superconductivity upon reduction (electron 
doping), not oxidation. For the same reason, there is an abundancy of data for the high oxy- 
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".nO /,.05 L.IO 4.15 
OXYGEN C O N T E N T  

Fig. 21 Low-temperature w-T  diagram for La2CuO4+w; after Ref. [232] 

gen pressure behaviour of La2CuO4, since weak indications of superconductivity were 
rather surprisingly recorded for this virtually insulating oxide in oxidative environments. 
Later it is realized that additional oxygens can be inserted into this K2NiF4-type structure 
and that, below a certain temperature, this results in a separation into two phases: an insu- 
lating La2CuO4 and a conducting La2CuO4+w, the latter being responsible for the supercon- 
ductivity [232, 240-243]. The distinction in oxygen content, which may amount up to 0.09 
per formula, depends on temperature [232], but is large enough for the excess oxygen to be 
structurally [244, 241] located. The relations are illustrated in the phase diagram in Fig. 21. 

High pressures. Under the conditions of the anvil-cell apparatus, the existence ranges of 
the ambient structures are shifted along the RE array. Thus the T' phase (t-Nd2CuO4) trans- 
forms [245] under 25 GPa into the T phase (o-La2CuO4 type), whereas it is being now 
formed also for smaller RE=Y, Dy, Ho, Er and Tm [246]. A spinel-type oxide, not seen at 
ambient conditions, is formed across the RE series: 

RECu204, with monoclinically deformed crystal structure [247] containing square-pla- 
nar Cu {NdCu204; 12/a, 582.2(2), 969.5(3), 574.8(2), 92.34}. 

Low oxygen pressures. The redox equilibria typical for the system containing the small- 
est RE atoms can be illustratred for the Y--Cu--O system. Investigations of the phase rela- 
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the Y(O)-Cu(O) system, as calculated from thermodynamic data; after Ref. [207] 
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tionships proved rather difficult, particularly due to problems with metastability. However, 
a series of five isothermal Y--Cu--O phase diagrams for five different temperatures can be 
composed from Refs [204] and [207] with excellent mutual agreement. Since only 1:1 inter- 
mediate phases occur, two isoplethal p-t diagrams, one Y-rich and one Cu-rich, are suffi- 
cient [207] to cover the entire field, shown in Fig. 22. As compared with the ambient pres- 
sures, one new phase appears: 

RECuO2, containing monovalent copper in a rhombohedral structure [248, 249] of the 
delafossite type. This type is adopted by many MCuO2 compounds with monovalent Cu, 
over a wide range of sizes of the trivalent metal M. From the RE series, the La, Pr, Nd, Eu, 
Y and Sc variants have been obtained, however, rather different synthesis conditions were 
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\ Cu~O Gd203 ~ . ~ = 
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Fig, 23 Isothermal GdzO3-CuzO--O diagram at 1000~ as obtained from solid-state galvanic cell meas- 
urements; after Ref. [206]; Pth in Pa is given in 3-phase fields 
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Fig. 24 An x--p diagram (low-pressure) for the Gd(O)-Cu(O) system at 1000~ in oxygen; after Ref. 
[206] 
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required in order to obtain the products. {LaCuO2; R3m; 383.3(2), 1711.0(9)} [250], {Eu- 
CuO2; 363.3(1), 1709.1(4)} [250], {YCuO2; 353.3(2), 1713.6(2)} [249], {ScCuO2; 
321.55, 1708.9} [251]. The CuO2 dumbbells connect layers of the RE--O octahedra and can 
be subjected to a partial oxidation under low-temperature "soft-chemistry" conditions [252]. 
No high-temperature variation in the oxygen content has been reported. 

The redox equilibria for the systems with the largest REs is illustrated for the Gd--Cu-O 
system in an isothermal phase diagram [206] in Fig. 23 and an x-p diagram in Fig. 24. 

At low (partial) pressures of oxygen, only the La2CuO4 phase becomes slightly oxygen 
deficient. Judging from the behaviour of the (La,Sr)2CuOa+w solid solution, the deficiency 
goes no further than to an oxygen content of 3.95 per formula, at 900~ and Po2 = 10-I Pa 
[253]. Also the Nd2CuO4- and Y2Cu2Os-type phases decompose [204, 227] at high tem- 
peratures and low oxygen pressures (1120~ and po2=400 Pa for Nd2CuO4). 

RE,RE'(O)--Cu(O) systems 

The similarity of the REs is reflected in the formation of solid solutions with wide ranges 
of homogeneity in the RE(O)-RE'(O)--Cu(O) phase diagrams. Individual quaternary oxides 
are formed exceptionally and are then closely structurally related to the ternary phases. These 
systems have attracted considerable attention due to the fact that they comprise the t- 
RE2CuO4 (T'-type) structure with square-planar cuprate anions in sheets which becomes su- 
perconducting upon electron doping, and the La2CuO4 (T-type) structure with octahedral 
cuprate anions in layers which becomes superconducting upon hole doping. 

When mixed crystals are formed involving two REs, each pertinent to one of the two 
structural types, the decision whether the T or T' type will be adopted depends on the aver- 
age size of the atom at the RE site [254, 255]. However, when a smaller RE atom is intro- 
duced into the (Lal-xRE'x)2CuO4+w solid solution, which does not normally support forma- 
tion of either T or T' phase, a hybrid structure [256] emerges, designated as the T* type: 

(Lal-xRE'x)zCuO4, is obtained for RE'=Dy and Tb (in a limited extent also for 
RE'=Gd) within the interval 0 .4<x<0 .5  [254]. The crystal structure [256] contains iso- 
lated oxide atoms and square-pyramidal copper-oxygen coordinations sharing corners of 
their basal plane to form sheets {(La0.625Dy0.375)2CuO30; P4/nmm; 386.61(1), 1244.75(2)} 
[256]. The phase is apparently stabilized by the presence of La in the T-like part of the 
structure (located between the apices of the cuprate pyramids), whereas the smaller RE' pre- 
vails at the T'-like part (separating the square-planar bases of the pyramids). When synthe- 

cu(o) 

/ 

CeO z ~ .  Nd20:l Ce(O) Nd(O) 
Fig. 25 Subsolidus Ce(O)-Nd(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 500~ after Ref. [22?] 
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ses of the T* phase are attempted for Y, Ho and smaller REs, three-phase mixtures are ob- 
tained, consisting of La2CuO4 and RE2Cu2Os-type phases and CuO [254]. The T*-type 
phase is encountered also for other combinations of larger and smaller REs, however, only 
upon the condition that the site of the larger RE is shared with another relatively large atom, 
and this may be, e.g., St. 

Otherwise, the T'-type structure emerges. Considering the square-pyramidal cuprate 
layers, it is not surprising that the hybrid T'-type phases become superconducting on hole 
doping, either by oxidation under high pressure of oxygen [257] or by a Sr substitution for 
the larger REs [258]. Electron doping is not success.full in this respect [256, 259]. 

On the other hand, the T'-type phases with square-planar cuprate anions in sheets be- 
come superconducting upon electron doping, and this means that another 
(RE1-xRE'x)2CuO4+w phase, having RE'=Ce as the donor, is of considerable significance 
[260]. No hole doping leads to superconductivity [261]. Superconductivity is observed when the 
phase is slightly oxygen-deficient [262], (Ndl_xCex)2CuO4+w (w=--0.01), in a modest interval 
of the dopant concentralions (0.075 < x < 0.085) [263]. The same effect may also be achieved by 
other means of electron doping, as an example, by a partial substitution of Cu by In [264]. 

Only limited phase diagram data are available for these systems. The Ce(O)-Nd(O)- 
Cu(O) system has been investigated in detail in Ref. [227] and is shown in Fig. 25. A small 
section describing incongruent melting of (Ndl_xCex)2CuO4 analogous to that of the unsub- 
stituted phase [227] is given in Refs [265, 266]. 

IV. Q u a t e r n a r y  a n d  r e l a t e d  ox ides  

A. Systems RE(O)--Ca(O)-Cu(O) 

The Y(O)-Ca(O)--Cu(O) phase diagram [267], representative of the smaller REs, is 
shown in Fig. 26. The diagram as seen at 1000~ in air indicates none or very narrow re- 
gions of the solid solubility for the Ca- and Y-containing ternary oxides, in line with their 
rather different structures. However, a quaternary phase appears: 

(REl-xCax)l-yCuO2, where RE=Y, y=0.2 and 0.5 <x<0 .7 ,  which is nothing else but 
the low-temperature, high Cu-valence Cal_yCuO2-type phase stabilized now also at higher tem- 
peratures by lowering the valence due to the substitution by Y. The main subceU is completely 
analogous to the prototype {x=0.5; Fmmm; 281.7,618.5, 1059.4} [267], but large changes oc- 
cur in the relatively strong (incommensurate) superstructure PXD reflections when x is varied. 

~ CaCuzO ~ 

/ /  / /  

YTO= ~ C a O  

Y(O) Ca(O) 

Fig. 26 Subsolidus Y(O)-Ca(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 1000~ in air; after Ref. [267]. Phase designa- 
tion: a -- (Yl-xCax)4CusO m (0.5 <x < 0.7) 
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Cu(O) 
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Nd(O'} Ca(O) 
Fig. 27 SubsolMus Nd(O)-Ca(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 1000~ in air; after Ref, [267]. Phase desig- 

nations: a - (Ndl-xCax)4CusOl0 (0.50 <x < 0.57); b - Nd2Ca2-yCus-yOlo-2y (0 <y < 1) 

The Nd(O)-Ca(O)--Cu(O) phase diagram [267] at 1000~ in air shown in Fig. 27 con- 
rains an identical phase, except that it is occurring in the narrower region of 0.50 <x  < 0.57 
of the solid solution (Ndl_xCax)l_yCuO2, still with y=0 .2 .  In addition, however, another 
solid-solution region is adjacent to this for higher Nd contents (x < 0.5), but not as a simple 
continuation. A single phase is observed between Nd2Ca2CusOlo and Nd2CaCu408, viz., in 
the direction towards 203. At the Nd-rich limit, the (incommensurate) superstructure peaks 
merge into a simple PXD pattern corresponding to a '=4a .  

The La(O)-Ca(O)--Cu(O) phase diagram as seen at the same conditions [220,268] does 
not contain the Cal_yCuO2-type phase. Two genuine quaternary oxides are seen instead 
(Fig. 28): 

C.u(O~ 

La.O 3 ~ CaO 
"La(O) CaIO~ 

Fig. 28 Subsolidus La(O)--Ca(O)---Cu(O) phase diagram at I000*C in air; aRer Refs [220, 26B]. Phase 
designations: a - LaCa2CusOs.6; b - (Lao. 95Ca0.os)2Cu206 
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RE2CaCu206, actually a solid-solution phase (Lal_xCax)2CaCu206+ w with 0.0 <x < 0.1 
[269-271]. The range of homogeneity is somewhat tentative for the lower end. For example, 
the x=0  variant is reported [270] only when La2CuO4 is used as a starting material. Oxygen 
contents of no more than some 6.0 per formula are obtained upon treatment in oxygen 
[271]. The tetragonal crystal structure [270, 272, 273] {LazCaCu206.04; 14/mmm; 
383.35(1), 1951.7(1)} is derived from the Ruddlesden-Popper-type (Sr3Ti207) by distribut- 
ing oxygen vacancies over the corner-sharing Cu-coordination octahedra upon formation of 
sheets of square pyramids. The La atoms are then located predominantly on the sheet side 
of the pyramids and Ca atoms predominantly on the apex side. The fact that this structure 
contains solely the square-pyramidal cuprate sheets has drawn a considerable attention, 
since this represents another parent structure for the high-To superconductors [274]. In 
La2CaCu206, the copper-oxygen square-chains are missing, which are considered to act as 
the "charge reservoirs" in the YBa2Cu307 superconductor. In line with this, (and in parallel 
to La2CuO4+w) only weak indications of superconductivity were observed, even when the 
oxygen content exceeds the stoichiometric composition. However, bulk superconductivity 
was achieved by alternative ways of hole-doping, like that caused by a substitution of (20 % 
of) La by Sr [274], or by a heat treatment under high oxygen pressure (40 MPa) [275]. A 
minute amount of the pressure-intercalated oxygen atoms, 0.014(7) per formula, located 
[275] between the square-pyramidal cuprate sheets is able to do the job. It is interesting to 
note that Ba did not have the desired effect as hole dopant [276], and neither could the Sr 
variant (Ca replaced by Sr) be made superconducting by substitutions. These facts have been 
discussed in terms of a fine-tuning of the Cu-O bond distances [274]. 

RECazCu~)a+w, which is seen only for RE=La, is "isostructural" [220, 268] with the 
Sr14Cu24041 prototype {LaCa2CusOs.57; Cccm; 1130.5, 1261.0, 2760.8} [268]. In contrast 
to the prototype, this phase contains almost exactly divalent copper and is stable up to 
1030~ where it melts incongruently [268]. 

B. Systems RE(O)-Sr(O)--Cu(O) 

Ambient oxygen pressures. The phase diagram [277, 278] Y(O)--Sr(O)-Cu(O), as seen 
at 900~ in ambient oxygen, is shown in Fig. 29. No genuine quaternary intermediate phase 

Cu(O) CuO 

~~Cu~041 

Y(O} SrY~O. 
St(O) 

Fig. 29 Subso|idus Y(O)-Sr(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 900~ in oxygen at ambient pressure; after 
Refs [277, 278] 
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Cu{O) 

La20~ ~ B ~  O "///// 
La(O) St(O) 

Fig. 30 Subsolidus La(O)--Sr(O)--Cu(O) phase diagram at 950"C in oxygen at ambient pressure; com- 
piled from Refs [199, 269, 277, 279-281]. Phase designations: a - (Sr]--yLay)CuO3-w 
(0.16 <y < 0.24) [281]; b - (La]_xSrx)2SrCu206 +w (0.00 < x < 0.07) [269]; 
c - La(Sri-yLay)2Cu205 +w (0.025 <y < 0.075) [280] 

occurs, and no Y, Sr solid solubility is seen in the fixed-valence compounds Y2Cu205 and 
o-SrCuO2 + w, whereas a significant portion of Sr in Sq4Cu24041--w can be replaced by yttrium. 

The pseudoternary phase diagram for the La(O)--Sr(O)--Cu(O) system is compiled from 
literature data, [199,269, 277, 279-281] as expected to look at 950~ in oxygen, and is 
shown in Fig, 30. Of the strontium cuprates, only Sr14Cu24041 exhibits a significant La for 
Sr solid solubility (up to 36%) [280]. The K2NiF4-related structure of lanthanum cuprate 
has a broad homogeneity range with respect to Sr, up to x=0.75 in (Laj_xSrx)2CuO4 [280]. 
A change into the tetragonal K2NiF4-type structure occurs as a consequence of the Sr for La 
substitution, with a critical concentration of x=0.04 as seen [282-284] by PXD at room 
temperature {(Lao.92~Sro.07.~2CuO4; 14/mmm; 377.17(8), 1322.6(3)} [285]. EXAFS study 
[286] shows that this composition-induced transition has both displacive and disorder com- 
ponents, maintaining the local tilt of the copper oxygen octahedra. Detailed unit-cell pa- 
rameter data as a function ofx and the analyzed oxygen content are given in Ref. [282]. The 
practically stoichiometric oxygen content, as obtained in oxygen at 600~ remains constant 
upon substitution, increasing up to some x = 0.14 at ambient pressure. Beyond that, the Sr 
acceptor is compensated by creation of the oxygen vacancies. (Lat_xSrx)2CuO4 melts incon- 
gruenfly, which means that single crystals cannot be grown directly from melts, and a CuO 
solvent technique must be used instead [287]. 

Except for the solid solutions based on the ternary oxides, several new quaternary 
phases are encountered: 

RE6SrICusO2o is actually a solid solution expressed, e.g., for RE = La by the 
(Lal-xSrx)sCusO2-w formula with 0 .16<x<0 .24  [281]. A slightly different value of 
x=0.20 is found for the lower limit in Ref. [280]. The phase is formed in an oxygen atmos- 
phere at 950~ and represents an oxygen-deficient perovskite with structural [281] order- 
ing over 8 single-perovskite units (a=ap2~/2-) {(Lao.sSro.2)sCusO19.g P4/mbra; 1084.0(4), 
386.1(2)}, forming corner-sharing Cu-coordination octahedra, pyramids and squares 
[281, 288, 289]. The oxygen content is not easily varied, although some formation of 
Cu vacancies in the copper--oxygen octahedra is indicated [288]. Different orderings 
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may occur instead: (Lal_xSrx)sCusO13 with x=0 .167  formed upon further oxidation 
[290] or (Lai-xSrx)sCusO20-w with 0.135 <x < 0.15 [291], formed under low-temperature 
conditions. Despite the rather fixed oxygen content, a mixed Cu valence occurs in these 
compounds and is manifested in a metallic nature of the phases. Yet, no superconductivity 
is observed [289]. 

RE2Sr~Cu8OI~, or perhaps a solid solution (RE =La); (Lal-xSrx)8CusO16 with x--0.75 
[292], is not observed at the conditions relevant to Fig. 30, but is obtained [293] under 
slightly reducing conditions. This phase has a crystal structure [292] similar to the previous 
one, but the La/Sr ratio is inverted and the oxygen content somewhat different 
{(Lao.25Sr0.75)8CusO16.07; P4/rabm; 1104.64(2), 363.90(1)}. Assuming that the oxygen 
content in this and other similar phases in question is structurally fixed, stable structures 
would be formed only under narrowly specified conditions, where both the La/Sr ratio and 
a structurally definable oxygen content are precisely adjusted to the attainable Cu valence 
defined by the average electronegativity of the La/Sr atom. This indeed seems to be the 
case, as yet another ordered and somewhat more oxidized variant appears, having 18 oxy- 
gens per formula {(Lao.25Sr0.75)sCusOls.l~ P4/mbm; 1084.20(1), 376.27(1)} [292]. 

RE2SrCu206, is actually a solid solution expressed, e.g., for RE=La by the for- 
mula: (Lal_xSrx)2SrCu206+w with 0 .00<x<0.07 [269]. A slightly different value of 
x=0.025 is given for the lower limit in Ref. [280]. The phase has an "air-quenched" oxygen 
content as corresponds to w--0.0, which can be increased to some w=0.25 upon heating in 
pure oxygen at ambient pressure and temperatures between 200 and 400~ [272]. The latter 
treatment converts the original semiconductor into a metal [294]. The tetragonal crystal 
structure [272, 273] is derived from that of the Ruddlesden-Popper type in the same manner 
as seen for the Ca variant, vide supra. Contrary to the Ca variant, however, the more elec- 
tropositive and larger Sr atoms allow for accommodation of more oxygens, and the homo- 
geneity range for oxygen extends from, e.g., La2SrCu206.o8 {I4/mmm; 386.7(2), 1991(1)} 
[271] to (Lao.925Sro.075)2SrCu206.25 {385.30(1), 2008.33(3)} [272]. Formation of analogous 
structures is observed also for RE =Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu and Gd [295,296]. However, except for 
RE=Pr, a specific ordering of oxygen vacancies with a tripling of b is observed by PXD 
[296, 297], HREM [298] and PND [299] (the latter on a Co-version). The presence of, in- 
ter alia, the infinite square-pyramidal cuprate sheets in this structure suggested that this 
phase should become superconducting upon hole doping. Quite surprisingly, despite the 
"correct" overall Cu-valence, superconductivity was not observed in the Sr-version (see 
Sec. IV A). 

RESr2Cu20~ with crystal structure [300] related to the Ruddlesden-Popper-type phases 
by tripling the unit-cell parameter b upon ordering of both cations and oxygen vacancies. As 
an example for RE= Nd, NdSr2Cu205.66 {lmmm; 375.47(1), 1148.82(4), 2009.76(7)}. The 
ordering involves chopping the Ruddlesden-Popper double octahedra layers into segments or 
"ribbons" of square-pyramidal coordinations connected by distorted squares, i.e., trippled 
(along b), much like in the YBa2Cu307 superconductor, but much more distorted. This is 
apparently the reason why this structure shows only minor variation in the oxygen content, 
between 5.66 and 5.76 per formula [300, 301]. Despite the mixed-valence state of copper, 
superconductivity is not observed [301]. This phase actually represents an end member of a 
solid solution where the RE atom can replace a portion of Sr. For RE=La, non-zero lower 
limit of this solid solution is seen (0.025 <x < 0.075) in La(Srl_yLay)2Cu205 +w [280]. 

High oxygen pressures. Phases in the Y(O)-Sr(O)--Cu(O) system have been investigated 
under conditions of very high oxygen pressures created at high temperatures from KCIO3 in 
gold capsules [138]. Several PXD-indexable phases emerge at oxygen pressure of po2 = 
7 GPa and 1380~ in this system: 
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YSr2Cu3Ow, as an example, is obviously a structural analogue [138, 302] of the known 
superconductor {P4/mmm; 379.5, 1141} [302]. At somewhat lower oxygen pressures, an 
orthorhombic version appears [138]. The compound could not, however, be obtained com- 
pletely phase pure. Due to the nature of the synthesis procedure, the stabilization of the 
phase by C1 or K and/or by CO2 from the chemical environment cannot be excluded. 

In the La(O)--Sr(O)--Cu(O) system, a treatment by high-pressure oxygen at high tem- 
peratures is reported [292] to increase the oxygen content of several of the quaternary 
phases. Another effect is to extend the range of solid solutions formed by acceptor substitu- 
tions, which would otherwise tend to create oxygen vacancies and destabilize the structure. 
As an example for the latter, the Lal_xSrxCuO3 perovskite has been obtained recently for up 
to x=0.25 in a two-step solid-state synthesis, where KC103 was added in the second step to 
obtain full oxygen occupancy under treatment in the belt-type apparatus at 7 GPa and 
1000~ The composition corresponds to a valence of copper well above +II I  [303]. 

High pressures. High-pressure syntheses have been essential for obtaining superconduc- 
tivity in the t-SrCuO2 perovskite which contains the infinite sheets of copper oxygen 
squares. Electron doping by a Nd substitution (Srl-yNdy)CuO2 with 0.14 <y  < 0.16 was the 
other necessary key to superconducting properties [190]. A solid solution series with 
0 .00<y<0 .12  was identified to form at 3 GPa. Variants with RE=La to Er have been ob- 
tained in anvil-type cells under pressures up to 7 GPa at temperatures around 1000~ 
[3o4, 305]. 

RE,RE'(O)--Sr(O)-Cu(O) systems 

Solid solutions of Sr in the T* phases are widely studied as means of hole doping and 
for free tunning and stabilizing the T* phases (the Lal_xREx)2CuO4+w type, see Sec. III C). 
The Sr-substituted T* phases cover a wide variety of RE combinations, RE=SIn, Eu, Gd, 
Tb, Dy, and Y as compared to only Tb and Dy without Sr substitution [306]. Other REs 
than La are also stabilized by the Sr substitution at the RE site, and (Nd,Sr, Ce)zCuO4 was 
actually the first T* phase observed and found superconducting [307]. There is no oxygen 
excess detected in the Sr-substituted samples (3.99 per formula) [306], and the attainable 
oxygen deficiency is also very low, corresponding to some 0.03 per formula unit between 
1000~ and ambient temperature [306]. An ordered distribution of the metal atoms between 
the non-equivalent sites is observed [308, 309], with the larger REs and Sr preferring the 
site between the pyramid apices (resembling hence the T phase) and the smaller REs prefer- 
ring the site between the pyramid squares (resembling hence the T phase). 

Owing to similarity of the REs, new phases appear rarely as a consequence of addition 
of RE' into the system. A notable exception is when tetravalent Ce is introduced. Phases 
with structures combining the layered cuprate features with the fluorite arrangement perti- 
nent to CeO2 are then formed for combinations of RE and RE' =Ce, which conform with the 
cuprate network: 

RESr2Cu307(CeO2)2, containing double fluorite units (see Sec. II B) which are inter- 
leaved with the cuprate triperovskite layers (see Sec. IV C I) [310]. As an example: 
(Ho0.33Ce0.67)3SrzCu3Om {P4/mmm; 382.4(1), 1722(1)}. 

C. Systems RE(O)-Ba (O)-Cu (0) 

Owing to the extent of the data for these systems, subsolidns phase relationships and 
identification of the encountered structures are treated in this section. Details on the redox 
and x--t equilibria will follow separately, devoted to the YBa2Cu3Ov-based systems in 
See. V B. For the subsolidus phase descriptions, REs are divided into two groups, according to 
ionic size. 
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Cu(O) 

Y{O)  BaY~ O, B ,', ~',',, 0,, Ba (O)  

Fig. 31 Subsolidus Y(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) phase diagram at 900~ in oxygen at ambient pressure; com- 
piled from Refs [105, 311,312], with special attention on avoidance of oxide carbonates 

1. Small REs 

Moderately oxidizing conditions. As a starting point for the description of the phases en- 
countered for RE=Dy, Ho, Er, Tin, Yb, and Y, the situation for RE=Y at po~= 100 kPa 
and 900~ is presented in Fig. 31. The diagram is based on data [105, 311,312] selected 
with particular attention on phase-identification problems occurring when oxide carbonates 
may appear in the picture. A consensus appears in the copper- and yttrium-rich portion 
among the numerous diagrams published for Y [77, 313-322] and other REs from this 
group: RE=Dy, [322, 323], RE=Ho, RE=Er [209], RE=TIn [324] and RE=Yb [325]. 
Large discrepancies occur, however, in the Ba-rich region. The phase diagram for the 
RE = Lu system is different also in the Cu-rich region [325]. Four quaternary oxides are in- 
cluded in Fig. 31: 

o-RE2BaCuOs, adopted for all trivalent REs smaller than Sm (inclusive) [326], repre- 
sents a typical stoichiometric compound with very low electrical conductivity. The oxide of 
bright green colour has isolated square-pyramidal cuprate anions in the crystal structure 
[311,327, 328] {Y2BaCuOs; Pbnm; 713.35(6), 1217.63(6), 565.90(4)} [311]. For a Cu(II) 
compound, Y2BaCu02 is extremely stable. It melts incongruently at 1270~ [329], and the 
proclaimed [330] phase transition at 1265~ is nothing but a decomposition into solid Y203 
and melt. Considering the structurally fixed Cu valence of this compound, practically no 
homogeneity limits for aliovalent substitutions should occur. The suggested [331] substitu- 
tion of Cu for Y in Y2BaCu02 is unlikely, and, since the expected three-phase mixture ap- 
pears at higher temperatures, it could rather indicate a formation of an intermediate oxide 
carbonate from the carbonate starting materials used. 

YBa4Cu30$.5+w is formed by Sm and all smaller REs [332]. This mixed-valence com- 
pound has crystal structure [333] already encountered in See. III B for the Ca-version (re- 
placing Y) {YBa4Cu309.2; Pm3; 810.2} [105]. The oxygen content is variable depending on 
temperature and partial pressure of oxygen. After oxidation in ambient oxygen at 320~ 
w=0.7 is reached [105], whereas quenching from 1000*C results in w=0 [333]. The 
YBa4Cu3Os.5+wphase is formed readily from nitrate precursors, while an unsuccessful syn- 
thesis is reported [333] from carbonates. However, above 960~ in pure 02, the carbonate 
route is possible, but the system is close to melting [94]. These facts give confidence that 
this phase is not an oxide carbonate. 
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REBatCu3010+~ seen formed for Sm and smaller REs [332], has not yet been apro- 
priately characterized. This compound appears close to the composition where an oxide car- 
bonate solid-solution region occurs (see Sec. IV E). The conditions for syntheses are gener- 
ally very demanding in this Ba-rich area owing to the high basicity of BaO, and strict pre- 
cautions must be adopted to maintain COx-free conditions [334]. The crystal structure is 
proposed [334] to be of an orthorhombically distorted Ruddlesden-Popper type, i.e., corre- 
sponding to the formula Ba3(Cuo.75Yo.25)207-.w. The shared crystallographic site between 
Cu and Y represents a somewhat disturbing feature of this model, since this is normally not 
attained above a 2% level even for the smallest RE=Sc in YBaxCu307 [335] and not found 
for the related RE cuprates of the single K2NiF4 type. In a positive sense, however, this 
could be explained away as a structural ordering. This phase is reported in Ref. [332] to 
have a considerable variation in oxygen content; e.g., being obtained from YBa6Cu3Olo.2 
{I4/mmm; 398.1(8), 406.5(8), 2211(1)} to YBa6Cu3Oll.0 {400.4(4), 411.1(4), 2158.5(8)}. 

REBaxCu3Ot+wis formed for all REs except Lu and the typically tetravalent Ce and Tb 
[325, 335, 336]. Also the end members of this series require specific precautions for the 
synthesis: For RE = Yb, the temperature must be lowered in order to prevent decomposition 
[94]. The variants with RE = Nd, Pr and La can only be obtained upon ceramic syntheses at 
low partial pressures of oxygen and at temperatures between 850 and 875~ [337]. The 
fully oxygen saturated version can then be obtained by the standard oxygen treatment at 
lower temperatures. Normal firing procedure would otherwise lead to a replacement of a 
portion of Ba by these large RE atoms [335]. 

As a representative example, the crystal structure of YBa2Cu306+w contains cuprate 
triperovskite layers formed by linear (w = 0) or square-planar (w = 1) coordinations colmect- 
ing two layers of corner-sharing square pyramids, much like in a sandwich. Upon variation 
in the oxygen content, the crystal symmetry switches from tetragonal [338-341] for the re- 
duced version {YBaxCu3Ot.00(5); P4/mmm; 385.83(1), 1182.53(8)} [105] to orthorhombic 
[341-343] for the oxidized version {YBaxCu306.95(2); Pmmm, 381.87(3), 388.59(3), 
1167.95(11)} [105]. For details on the structural parameters as functions of oxygen content 
w, see PND studies in Refs [340-342] (Ref. [341] performed on single crystals.) Structural 
details as functions of temperature are studied in Refs [338,344], as functions of pressure 
in Ref. [345] (hydrostatic) and Ref. [346] (calculated, both hydrostatic and uniaxial). De- 
tailed unit-cell parameter data as a function of composition are also provided, e.g., in Refs 
[347,348]; as a function of temperature (thermal expansion) in Refs [347,349]. Small de- 
viations from the ideal symmetry are discussed in Refs [344, 350]. For systematic determi- 
nations of the structure data for all REBaxCu306+w phases over the entire series, see the 
PND studies in Ref. [351] (oxygen saturated, however, the RE for Ba substitution for 
RE=Nd, Pr and La vide supra is neglected). 

The maximum oxygen content of YBa2Cu306+w is w= 0.96(2) and is reached in ambi- 
ent oxygen at a relatively low temperature of some 310~ [217]. For details on models for 
the oxygen equilibria and diffusion, see Sec. V C. Since the deoxidation of this phase can 
be induced thermally, an orthorhombic to tetragonal transition is observed upon heating of 
the fully oxidized version [311,338], depending also on the 02 pressure [347, 352]. This 
transformation into the tetragonal structure is, however, a combined result of the thermally 
induced deoxidation and a thermally induced disorder concerning the fraction w of the oxy- 
gen atoms [353]. The oxygen content when the transition occurs (Wo,t) is therefore not con- 
stant and increases with the temperature of the transition. For the interval of 
823 < To,t< 973 K, a linear approximation is valid [352]: 

Wo,t = 0.152 + 0.483.10-3To,t (5) 
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when To.t is being increased by higher oxygen pressure (in Pa, for 714< To,t< 1000 K, cal- 
culated from data in Ref. [349]): 

lOgl0po2 = 14.87(70) - 9734(609)/To,t (6) 

This is one of the reasons why orthorhombic or tetragonal samples can be obtained for 
the same w in the interval of some 0.25 < w < 0.4, depending on synthesis conditions [340, 
342, 354]. Below some 300~ an additional slow ordering of the oxygen atoms and vacan- 
cies occurs for w=0.5, as documented using TEM techniques [355-359] and X-ray [360] or 
neutron diffraction [361,362] on single crystals. Rapidly quenched oxygen-deficient sam- 
ples undergo subtle changes even at room temperature [363]. Formation of an ordered or- 
thorhombic phase, denoted OII, has first been proposed from physical properties and theo- 
retical calculations [364-366]. The superstructural model for the OII phase with w=0.5 in- 
volves alternation of the square-planar "chains" and rows of the linear coordinations at Cu 
[360]. The corresponding phase diagram is usually created by computational modelling 
[367, 368], and the combined phase properties are illustrated in Fig. 32, based on Refs 
[342, 347, 367, 369, 370]. 
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~ {  62 ~.4 66 6a 7,0 

OXYGEN CONTENT 

Fig. 32 Low-temperature w-Tdiagram for YBa2Cu306+w, constructed from data for OII/OI [367], AF 
[369], SC [354] and o/t [347] transitions 

Highly oxidizing conditions. As seen in previous sections, highly oxidized cuprates of 
AE or RE are formed in oxygen at moderate temperatures or under high pressures, and 
similar situation may be expected in the pseudoternary field in question. The phase diagram 
as seen in pure oxygen around 800"C, compiled from experimental (synthesis) data based 
on reactive [105] and/or carbon free [175, 312, 371] precursors, is shown in Fig. 33. One 
additional quaternary oxide is seen: 

REBa2Cu4Os, has crystal structure [372, 373] quite analogous to the previous phase, 
except that it contains double Cu-O squares, which are appended into chains through a zig- 
zag edge-sharing. These chains appear instead of the simple corner-sharing chains in the re- 
lated YBa2Cu307-type structure {YBa2Cu4OT.995; Ammm; 384.3(1), 387.0(1), 2725.0(5)} 
[ 105]. The edge-sharing of the coordination squares makes the oxygen content structurally 
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Fig. 33 Subsolidus Y(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 800~ in oxygen at ambient pressure; after 
Refs [105, 175, 312, 371] 

fixed and this highly oxidized phase is hence less thermally stable [374]. Although it was 
obtained originally at high pressures [375], YBa2Cu408 can be prepared at some 820~ 
from atomic-mixed carbonate starting-materials in purified oxygen [376, 377], and also ni- 
trate [378] and (123 + CuO) [379] routes are described. In an oxygen atmosphere at ambient 
pressure, YBa2Cu408 decomposes above 840~ into CuO and YBa2Cu306.44 [380]. Note 
the low oxygen content for the latter phase, which is of significance for the pressure-stability 
relationships. The structural building principle of this phase can be generalized into a struc- 
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Fig. 34 A p-t diagram for the 124 (YBa2Cu408) composition; after Refs [386,388] 
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tural series having increasing content of Cu and also a rapidly decreasing stability [381]. As 
an example, thermodynamic prediction of existence conditions for YBa2CusO9 gives a sta- 
bility limit of 470~ in ambient oxygen [382]. Also a structural combination between the 
124 and 123 phases is possible: 

RE2Ba4CuO14+~ with crystal structure [383] being a combination of the YBa2Cu307 
and YBa2Cu408 arrangements {Y2Ba4CuTO15; Ammm; 385, 387, 5030}. In accordance 
with this, there occurs a homogeneity range of some 0.0 < w < 1.0 with respect to the oxy- 
gen content [384-386]. This phase can be formed by deoxidation of YBa2Cu408 at elevated 
oxygen pressures in a narrow temperature range above 9000C [386], and also appears 
briefly around 885~ in ambient oxygen [387]. An equilibrium p-t  diagram is experimen- 
tally determined [386, 388] for the nominal 124 composition and oxygen pressures up to 
300 MPa, showing regions of stability for the solid phases involved, 124, 247 and 123 
(Fig. 34). Similar stability fields have also been obtained by calculation from thermody- 
namic data derived from calorimetry, EMF measurements and equilibration procedures 
[380, 389]. 
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Fig. 35 Subsolidus Y(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 1000*C in oxygen under po2=9 MPa; after 
Ref. [178]. Ba-rich region is omitted 

The RE(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) system changes profoundly when exposed to high oxygen 
pressures (Fig. 35) [178]. Under an oxygen pressure of 9 MPa at 1000~ YBa2Cu306+w 
becomes unstable against decomposition into the more oxidized and now stable phase 
Ba2Cu306+w (plus 124 and 211). The YBa2Cu408 phase, which has structurally fixed high 
oxygen content, is promoted in stability by high oxygen pressure. 

Even more than the diagrams for ambient-conditions, the published results for high oxy- 
gen pressures [178, 235] show considerable disagreement about the Ba-rich corner, which 
is therefore excluded in Fig. 35. Several phases have been suggested seen, but the claims do 
not withstand the scrutiny of excluding the possibility that they are in fact oxide carbonates, 
formed in the closed systems from traces of carbonate in the starting materials and/or CO2 
in the (compressed) atmosphere. As another example, a failed attempt to prepare 
YI3a4Cu3Os.5+wat high O2 pressures, contrasted by the finding that it persists (100 h) at the 
same conditions, when first synthesized at ambient pressure [178], illustrates another prob- 
lem of the studies at high oxygen pressures. The experimental points in the recorded phase 
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diagrams are often obtained starting from binary oxides instead of using amorphous precur- 
sors, and actually performing the syntheses under the high oxygen pressure conditions in- 
stead of cross-checking both the formation and stability of the products. 

Similar problems are encountered when the isothermal phase systems are investigated in 
ambient atmospheres at temperatures lower than the thermodynamic firing temperatures 
from carbonaceous precursors. Below some 700 to 800~ the difficulties are so severe that 
the phase diagrams are rather constructed by calculation from measured thermodynamic 
data. High-accuracy, high-temperature solution calorimetry [154, 390, 391] is commonly 
used. Such data are also simulated for existing or even hypothetical compositions [392- 
396]. Unfortunately, unavailable structural and compositional definitions for some of the 
variable-valence phases, rather than the error margins, seem to be at the mot of the prob- 
lem. This concerns in particular Ba2Cu306_w, as discussed, e.g., in Refs [1, 397]. Never- 
theless, the calculations (referring to oxygen at ambient pressure) are quite consistent in 
showing that the highly oxidized phases indeed become more stable upon lowering the tem- 
perature (corresponding to the increased oxidation effec0, and that they occur at the ex- 
pense of the phases which have lower Cu-valence under the given conditions. According to 
Refs [390, 175], YBa2Cu306+wand Y2BaCuO5 become unstable under some 650 to 750~ 
vs. formation of Ba2Cu306-w and Y203 and Ba2YO4. Ultimately, the most oxidized phase, 
Ba2Cu306_w, becomes stable next to binary oxides and BaO2, as calculated for 25 ~ How- 
ever, none of these reactions can actually be observed due to kinetic hindering. As an exam- 
ple for the calculated isothermal phase diagrams, Fig. 36 shows the situation at 700~ 

Reducing conditions. Upon decreasing partial pressures of oxygen, or increasing tem- 
perature, the analogous principle to the above governs the phase stability in the subsolidus 
region. Phases with low valence of copper like Cu20, BaCu202 and YCuO2 become stable, 
until the most reduced phase emerges, elemental Cu, coexisting with Y203, BaO and the bi- 
nary Y, Ba oxides [1, 105]. The isothermal subsolidus reduction has been attempted for the 
Y- and Cu-rich portion of the Y(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) system and the phase stabilities, mapped 
upon p, t-equilibrations combined with EMF measurements [398], are shown in Fig. 37. For 
details on the course of the reduction of the 123 phase, see Sec. V B. 

High pressures. Phase equilibria in the Y(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) system at 950~ under 
1 MPa pressure were investigated [399] using a piston-cylinder-type apparatus and SEM 
analyses. The Y- and Cu-rich portions of the thus established phase diagram are identical 

Cu(O) 
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Fig. 36 Subsolidus Y(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at ?00~ in oxygen at ambient pressure calcu- 
lated from thermodynamic data; after Ref. [175]. Ba-rich region is omitted 
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Fig. 37 Isothermal YOl.s-BaO--CuO--CuO0.s diagram at 950"C; after Ref. [398]. YO1.s, BaO, and CuO 
form the base of the tetrahedron. The presence of L close to "BaCuO2" and the small oxygen- 
solubility range of the latter phase are disregarded. Ba-rich region is omitted 

with the situation seen at 900"C in ambient oxygen (Fig. 31), whereas the rest of the dia- 
gram suffers with formation of oxide carbonates. The 124 phase is not found in Ref. [399], 
and it would be interesting to see whether this can be rationalized by the fact that the molar vol- 
ume of 124 is larger than the sum of molar volumes of CuO and YBa2Cu306+w for any w. 

2. Large REs 

In order to outline the development of the phase and structure stabilities along the line 
of the increasing size of the trivalent RE ions, the phase diagrams and the descriptions of 
the newly appearing phases in this entire section will follow the said order. 

RE= Gd and Eu. For all larger RE(III)s than Gd, the o-Y2Cu2Os-type cuprate is no 
longer stable. However, for RE=Gd and Eu, the pseudotemary RE(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) field 
(at say, 950~ in ambient oxygen) remains similar to that for smaller REs in that there still 
occurs a tie line between 211 and CuO [209]. An example for such a diagram, compiled for 
RE=Eu from phase diagrams in Refs [400, 401] and other data in Refs [80, 332, 334] for 
950~ and oxygen atmosphere, is shown in Fig. 38. 

One very impo~ant distinction occurs for the large REs in the YBa2Cu306+w-type 
structure, in.that certain occupancy distribution of RE is allowed over the RE and Ba sites: 

RE(Bal-yREy)zCu306+w+r, is hence a solid-solution range which is appended or close 
to tho I23 composition [402]. It is derived by a simple replacement of some Ba in the 123 
structure by the RE atom. The extent for the solid solubility of RE at the Ba site increases 
towards the group of the four largest trivalent RE atoms, y<0.10, 0.25, 0.30, 0.33, 0.35 and 
0.26 for RE=Gd, Eu, Sin, Nd, Pr and La, respectively, referring to 950~ and air atmos- 
phere [209, 401,403,404].  These data are not easy to establish precisely, since, upon the 
possible formation of a related oxide carbonate phase (See. IV E), the solid-solubility limits are 
substantially increased [78]. Also the lower limit of solid solubility varies as a function of the 
increasing RE size. Beginning with Nd, the RE site (located between the cuprate layers) will not 
accommodate the atom concerned unless some RE is simultaneously present at the Ba site inside 
the cuprate network. This is ~rnanifested by the appearance of a non-zero lower limit of homo- 
geneity (y) [335, 402]. When the REBa2Cu306+w nominal compositions (having therefore 
y=0)  are attempted synthesized for RE=Nd, Pr and La in pure oxygen and fired at 910~ 
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Cu(O) 

Eu~03 ~ ~ ~, BaO 

Eu(O) BaEu:,04 Ba~Eu,O, Ba(O) 

Fig. 38 Subsolidus Eu(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at some 950~ in oxygen at ambient pressure. 
Compiled from Refs [80, 332, 334, 400, 401] with special attention on avoidance of oxide car- 
bonates 

until no further change in the products occurs, RE(Bal_yREy)2Cu306.96+yis formed instead, 
with y=0.030(5), 0.05(1), and 0.09(2) for RE=Nd, Pr and La, respectively [335]. In 
contrast to these oxygen-saturated samples, the reduced version of 123 is able to fully 
accommodate Ba and large RE separately at their sites [337]. Generally, the replace- 
ments of the trivalent RE for divalent Ba result in an almost proportional increase in the 
attainable oxygen content (ambient oxygen pressure), which may then exceed seven per 
formula unit [335]. The formal Cu valence decreases only slightly, being defined by the 
degree of the electropositive character of the "cations" as counterparts to the poly-cu- 
prate "anions". The symmetry of the crystal structure as a function of the substitution y 
and the oxygen content w is governed by the order/disorder situation in the square-pla- 
nar coordinations around Cu(1). Both the accommodation of the relatively small RE at- 
oms at the Ba site and either increase or decrease of the oxygen content from 7 per for- 
mula act in the direction of disorder at Cu(1), i.e., a tetragonal symmetry for the phase. 
The combined effects of the variations in y and w on the unit-cell parameters (e. g., for 
Sm [404]) result hence in an orthorhombic envelope, centered at y = 0  and w= l, similar 
to that determined in Ref. [405] for the La for Ba substitution in 123. Several specific ex- 
amples illustrating these relationships may be mentioned. At the lower limit of solid solubil- 
ity, the crystal structure of the oxygen saturated RE(Bal..yREy)2Cu306+w+yphases is or- 
thorhombic {Nd(Bao.97Ndo.03)2Cu306.99(l); Pmmm; 386.14(5), 391.60(8), 1175.1(2)}, ex- 
cept for the La version, where this limit is so high that the phase already is tetragonal [335]. 
An increase in y switches also the oxygen saturated variants with Eu, Sm, Nd, and Pr to 
tetragonal symmetry [104, 402, 404, 406]. As an example: Nd(Bao.gNdo.2)2Cu307.19(1) 
{P4/mmm; 387.4(3), 1165.9(4)} [406]. The p- t -y -w equilibria governing the formation 
of the RE(Bal_yREy)2Cu306+w~ solid solutions were studied for RE=La [407] and Nd 
[408] and evaluated in terms of appropriate thermodynamic models. 

At lower temperatures or higher oxygen pressures, the 247 and 124 phases will appear 
in the RE=Gd,  Eu, Sin, Nd and Pr systems [409--412], e.g., EuBa2Cu408 {Ammm; 
387.6(6), 389.4(6), 2721(4)} [413]. The stability regions for the 124 and 247 phases be- 
come narrower with increasing size of RE [414]. The Pr variant can only be obtained under 
rather specific high-pressure conditions, but retains all the structural [412] features of the 
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Cu(O) 

Nd:O= BaO 
Nd(O) ~aN~:~O, Ba(O) 

Fig. 39 Subsolidus Nd(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at some 950~ in oxygen at ambient pressure. 
Compiled from Refs [94, 104, 105, 228, 332, 415, 416] with special attention on avoidance of 
oxide carbonates. Phase designations: a - Nd(Bal..yNdy)2Cu306 +w + y (0.03 <y < 0.33) 
[104, 335, 470]; b -(Ndl-xBax)EBaCuO5 (0.00<x<0.15) [94, 420]; 
c -(Bal-yNdy)2CuO3+w+y (0.06<y<0.25) [332]; d -Nd2Ba4Cu209 [422] 

prototype, including the oxygen content {PrBa2Cu4Os; Ammm; 388.59(1), 390.31(1), 
2732.06(7)}. 

RE=Sm. Upon the increasing size of REs, Sm is the last to form the 143 and probably 
also the 163 phase [332]. However, obtaining any conclusive data for these Ba-rich phase 
requires strong precautions against the oxide carbonate formation and that involves also ex- 
clusion of BaCO3 as the starting material for the solid-state synthesis. 

RE=Nd. A tentative phase diagram for the Nd(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) system is selected here 
from phase diagrams in Refs [104, 228, 415, 416], and other data in Refs [94, 105,332], 
and is shown in Fig. 39. One principial difference occurs, compared with the Eu (and 
smaller REs) case, in that the o-RE2BaCuO5 structure no longer is stable, and another phase 
with similar composition is formed instead: 

t-0REl-xBax)2BaCuOs, a brown oxide (cf. the green Y2BaCuOs) with a homogeneity 
range [94] of 0.00 <x  < 0.15 and crystal structure [417--419] having isolated square-planar 
cuprate anions. As an example: the phase for RE=Nd at the homogeneity limits; 
NdzBaCuO5 {P4/mbm; 669.80(2), 582.10(2)}, and (Ndo.85Ba0.]5)2BaCuO5 {670.36(5), 
582.19(4)} [94]. This phase is formed for Nd and the larger REs [105]. For RE= La, one 
observes an analogous (converse) size effect to the Ba-RE occupation discussed above, in 
that the phase exists with a full occupation at the Ba site only when Ba is partially present 
at the La site. The range of homogeneity does not include x=0,  and extends from x=0.04 
{(Lao.96Bao.o4)2BaCuOs; P4/mbm; 685.64(5), 587.37(6)} [94] to x=0.4  [420]. The insta- 
bility of the "stoichiometric" composition has apparently confused the structural description 
in Ref. [417] and led to the rather complicated formula La4-2xBa2+2xCu2-xO]-2x for this 
phase. Also the 311 formula, proposed [104] for this 211 phase, must be originating from a 
misjudgement of these solid-solution features. 

A significant solid solubility for the large REs at the Ba site is seen also in the Ba2CuO4-w- 
type structure. Up to y=0.25 of the Ba atoms can be replaced by Nd in (Bal_yNdy)2CuO4_w 
[415]. When quenched from 950~ the series with increasing y exhibits a crystal symmetry 
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switch at around y=0.05,  from the original high-temperature tetragonal symmetry (perti- 
nent to the parent phase) to the orthorhombic symmetry, which is normally adopted by the 
more oxidized low-temperature version of Ba2CuO4-w [415]. The reason for this behaviour 
is that the oxygen atoms necessary for this transition are supplied by the RE substitution for 
Ba. A similar situation is seen also for RE =La [421], except for higher solid-solubility limit 
(up to x=0.33) and a possible gap emerging between x=0.025 and 0.125 (950~ which 
separates the just mentioned tetragonal and orthorhombic solid solutions. 

One additional phase is found [415] in the Ba-rich region of the Nd(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) 
system, under synthesis conditions strictly excluding any CO2 or carbonates from the reac- 
tion environment: 

Nd2Ba4Cu~)9, with tetragonal crystal structure [422] {P4n2; 1207.2, 387.4}, contain- 
ing corner sharing cuprate square-pyramids connected into chains. In the RE=La sys- 
tem, this phase apparently disappears under occurrence of one broad homogeneity re- 
gion of the (REl_xBax)2BaCuO5 type. 

RE=Pr. The Pr(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) system [104, 423] has features very similar to the 
RE=Nd analogue, and Pr behaves approximately as a trivalent RE in the phase system un- 
der ambient [335] and low [423] oxygen pressures. Of the quaternary phases, only the 211 
phase is not formed, and the BaPrO3 perovskite dominates the region instead, still stable at 
po2 = 10 Pa [423]. 

RE=La. The La(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at 950~ in oxygen is shown in 
Fig. 40, compiled from phase diagrams in Refs [279, 420, 424] and other data from Refs 
[94, 332, 335, 421, 425]. In addition to the already discussed features, two additional 
phases emerge for the largest and most electropositive RE = La: 

BaLa4CusO13+~ is an ordered, oxygen-deficient perovskite with a=-apq5-, containing a 
network of octahedral and square-pyramidal cuprate coordinations [425]. The oxide is a me- 
tallic conductor but no superconductivity is reported. The oxygen saturated phase of tetrago- 
nal symmetry [425] has a rather high copper valence {BaLa4CusO]3.16; P4/m; 864.75(1), 
385.94(1)} and the oxygen content decreases only slightly (-0.2 < w < 0.16) with tempera- 

Cu(O) 

Z2 
I / I z  ~ \.=aaCuO ). 

7///," "~../LI i ".7"-.~,.'~ \\ / / / ~  ~ ~ \\ 

L.,O=~ g - " ~  B~O 
La(O) BaLa20. Ba(O) 

Fig. 40 Subsolidus La(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram at some 950~ in oxygen at ambient pressure. 
Compiled from Refs [94, 279, 332, 335,420,  421,424,  425] with special attention on avoid- 
ance of oxide carbonates. Phase designations: a - La(Ba]-yLay)2Cu306+w+y (0.09 < y  < 0.26) 
[94, 335]; b - (Lal-xBax)2BaCuzO6+ w (0.10 < x < 0.40) [279]; c - (Lal-xBax)zBaCuOs 
( 0 . 0 4 < x < 0 . 4 0 )  [94, 420]; d -(Bal-yLay)2CuO3+w+y (0.12 < y < 0 . 3 3 )  [332]; 
e - BaLa4CusOl 3 [426] 
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ture increasing up to 1015~ at ambient oxygen pressure [426]. At low oxygen partial pres- 
sures and high temperatures, the oxygen content can be varied between --0.5<w<0.16 
without a bulk decomposition into Cu and La, Ba oxides [426]. However, when the oxygen 
content is varied in contact with a hydrogen-containing atmosphere at temperatures lower 
than 400~ the oxygen content can be further reduced (to w=-2.0)  upon formation of 
structural variants with, inter alia, linear Cu(I) coordinations in the still intact matrix of 
metal atoms [426, 427], e.g., BaLa4Cu5012 {P2/m; 890.1(2), 377.1(2), 869.1(2), 
88.60(2)}. All these reduced compounds can be reoxidized into the oxygen saturated struc- 
ture [426]. Thermodynamics of the oxygen-exchange reaction is investigated in Ref. [428]. 

(Lal_xBax):t, BaCu2Ot+w, with 0.1 < x <  0.4 [279], is of the Ruddlesden-Popper-type 
structure, analogous to the Sr variants described in Sec. IV B. 

3. Two REs 

The presence of two REs does not usually bring enough difference in size and bond pe- 
culiarity to promote a new structure type. Instead, wide solid-solution ranges emerge within 
the structure types of the quaternary oxides. 

The 123-type solid solutions. At conditions defined by firing at 910~ in a pure oxygen 
atmosphere and subsequent oxygen saturation at 340~ full mutual miscibility occurs at the 
RE site of REBa2Cu307 for RE=Y in combination with RE'= Yb-Dy, Gd, Eu and Sm [335, 
429-433]. Less compatibility is found for the potentially tetravalent Ce and Tb, whose solid 
solubility at the Y site does not exceed a few per cent for Ce and less than 25 % for Tb 
[94, 335]. Substitution of Y by the smallest lanthanide Lu is limited [434] and occurs 
up to some 30% [335]. For the large Nd, Pr and La atoms, an equilibrium distribution 
between the Y and Ba sites exists. This implies that Nd and larger REs will not enter 
solely the Y site unless some RE also finds its way to the Ba site [402]. When a partial 
or complete replacement of only Y is attempted by Nd and larger REs, the "BaCuO2+w" 
phase is formed to tie up the amount of Ba which has been replaced by RE [335]. On the 
other hand, only La is large enough to participate at the Ba site alone, up to y=0.36(2) 

Y :o . ~  }':0 , ~  
o, 

~.o ~ao/// , N ta;O~ 
Ba(O) tJaNd:o, Na(O) Ba(o) Pat.:O, La(o) 
Fig. 41 Subsolidus (pseudoquatemary) tetrahe.dral phase diagrams of the Y(O)-Nd(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) 

and Y(O)-La(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) systems at 900~ in oxygen, coveting the neighbourhood of the 
Yn3a2Cu306+w-typr phase and the Cu-rich comer; after Refs [105,435], Phase designations: 
a - (Yl-xP~x)2BaCuO5 (RE=Nd: 0.00<x<0.85; 1~=/.~: 0.00<x<0.30) [105, 435]; 
b -(Y1-xR.Ex)(Bal-yl~Ey)2Cu306+w+y ( ~ = N d  [104, 335, 4"/0]: y=0.0 for x=0 and 
0.03<y<0.33 for x = l ;  P~=/.~ [94, 335,435]: 0.0<y<0.36 for x=0 and 0.09<y<0.26 for 
x= 1); c - [(l~El-xBax)l-x'Yx']2BaCuO5 (RE= bid: 0.00 <x <0.15 for x '=0 and 0.0 <x' < 0.05 
for x=0; RE=La:0.04<x<0.40 for x '=0 and 0,0<x'<0.15 for x=0) [94, 105,420]; 
d -BaL~CusO13; e -(RE1-xBax)2CuO4 (RE=Nd: 0.0<x<0.05?; RE=La: 0.0<x<0.157); 
f - (Lal-xBa~)BaCu2Ot+w (0.10 <x < 0.40) [279] 
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[335, 435]. When the just mentioned critical concentration is exceeded, a substitution of Y 
by La also occurs, and Y2CuzO5 appears as a second phase. This situation and the relative 
difference between the size effect of Nd and La is illustrated in the selected parts of the tet- 
rahedral diagrams [105, 435] for the Y(O)-Nd(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) and Y(O)-La(O)-Ba(O)- 
Cu(O) systems on Fig. 41. As seen in the previous sections with similar mixed-valence solid 
solutions, the average oxidation state of Cu is conserved upon substitution of the trivalent 
RE for Ba. For the 123-type phase this means that its saturated oxygen content is increased 
by the value of y per formula [435]. When the oxygen content exceeds seven, the addi- 
tional oxygens are accommodated at the vacant sites adjacent to the copper-oxygen 
squares. This also turns the originally orthorhombic structure into tetragonal when y ex- 
ceeds a certain value, as a combined effect of the oxygen insertion and a structural de- 
formation due to the partial replacement of the large Ba by the smaller RE [402, 435- 
438]. For example, oxygen saturated Y(Bal--yLayhCu306.95(2)+yis tetragonal at ambient 
temperatures for y > 0.140(5) {Y(Bao.sLao.zJ2Cu3OT. 15; P4/mmm; 385.46(2), 1156.6(1)} 
[435]. When the oxygen content is varied, Tc of the Y(Bal-yLay)2Cu306+y +w solid solution 
is neither coupled to the orthorhombic feature nor to whether or not the oxygen content 
exceeds 7 per formula. A correlation occurs between Tc and the calculated Cu bond va- 
lence in the square-pyramidal sheets. The valence is influenced by the substitution-induced de- 
formations of the bond lengths and by introduction of additional Cu--O bonds in the square-pla- 
mr  chairt~. Therefore, despite the constant overaU Cu valence in Y(Bal-yLay)2Cu306.95 (2)+y, Tc 
decreases with y. In addition, it also decreases with any reduction in the oxygen content (viz., 
compared with the oxygen saturated samples [405]). 

The 211-type solid solutions. Extended regions of solid solubility are found [105] also 
between the Y2BaCuO5 and Nd2BaCuO5 phases; 85% Nd on the Y side and 5% Y on the 
Nd side (the corresponding figures for La as the solute being 30 and 10%, respectively). 
The Nd2BaCuOs-type structure may moreover accommodate some Ba at the RE sites, viz., 
up to 15% in the RE=Nd case and 4-40% for RE=La [105, 420]. 

The BaCuO2-type solid solutions. A possibility for a minute substitution of Ba by the 
larger REs (Nd-La) in the "BaCuO2+w" phase follows from observations of unit-cell vol- 
ume changes for this phase in poly-phase equlibrium samples [94]. 

The 124-type solid solutions. As seen in See. IV C2, the REBa2Cu408 phase favours 
smaller RE atoms thzn YBa2Cu307 [414]. This means that the larger REs tend to favour the 
combination of 123 and CuO vs. 124. However, also in the 124 phase, La can partially sub- 
stitute for Ba [439] and Y(Bal-yLay)2Cu408 is formed for 0 .0<y < 0.1 [439, 440]. Above 
this limit, the reported observation of CuO could indicate that La simultaneously enters the 
Y site. The La substitution does not bring about any change in the oxygen content and a 
rapid decrease in Tc is observed [439] with increasing y. This is in line with the rigid, dou- 
ble-square chains of the cuprate anions. 

Intermediate oxides. Genuine quintenary oxides appear rarely in the RE(O)-RE'(O)- 
Ba(O)--Cu(O) systems, owing to the similarity of the REs. One possibility is when the tetra- 
valent Ce is introduced. Phases are then formed which can structurally be described as com- 
binations of simpler structure types, supplemented with degrees of solid-state miscibility: 

(REl-xCex)2(Bai-yREr)zCu3Os--w(O)2, which contains slabs of corner-sharing cu- 
prate units (with some vacancies) reminiscent of those in YBa2Cu307, except that the 
squares in the chains are partially filled up and disordered to form octahedra 
[441, 442]. These [Cu308_w] n slabs contain a Ba,RE mixed-occupied site and are separated 
by fluorite-arranged layers of RE,Ce and isolated oxygen atoms, very much reminiscent of 
CeCh. As an example: (Euo.67Ceo.33)2(Bao.67RE0.33)2Cu308-w(O)2 {14/mmm; 385.04(1), 
2846.0(1)} [441]. The oxygen content corresponds to w=l even after a high-pressure oxygen 
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saturation, and the formal copper valence is relatively low, but still in excess of +II  [443]. 
The variations in the oxygen non-stoichiometry in the interval of 1.0 < w < 1.2 have been 
studied in detail by coulometric titration (on a Nd variant) [444]. This structure is formed 
only for a narrow size-span of RE = Nd, Sm and Eu and the phases in question are super- 
conducting with Tc~-43 K [441]. A large number of substituted variants has appeared [445- 
447]. 

Another example of new structures as a consequence of the introduction of the second 
RE element comes about when there is a large size difference between the (otherwise triva- 
lent) RE elements. Thus, La and Lu, the largest and smallest lanthanoid, give rise to a new 
structural arrangement: 

LazLuBa3CutO14+~ with w=0.3 and crystal structure [448] derived from that of the 
YBa2Cu307 type by cation ordering. The oxygen saturated phase (at ambient oxygen pres- 
sure) is tetragonal [448] {P4/mmm; 546.6, 1161.5} but becomes orthorhombic upon oxida- 
tion at Po2 = 5 MPa and also superconducting with Tc = 40 K [448]. 

Also other quintenary oxides are formed with RE=La; based on other than 123 struc- 
tures in the La(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) system: 

LaaRE'BaCu8020, where RE '=Y or Dy, is related to La4BaCusO13. The monoclinic 
crystal structure [449] contains an ordered network of cuprate octahedra, square-pyramids 
and squares, and is considered as a first member of a structural series. The symmetry of the 
structure is described in terms of subceU-supercell relations based on an orthorhombic sub- 
celt {381.4(1), 386.9(1), 385.8(1)}. 

There is certainly more distinct phases to be expected upon increasing the number of 
components. Simultaneously, however, will their stability be only marginally distinct from 
the neighbouring phases and their characterization will therefore more and more rely on 
high-resolution methods. 

D. Systems RE(O)-AE, AE' (O)-Cu(O) 

RE(O)--Ca, Sr(O)--Cu(O) 

Only certain significant compositions are studied in this rather specialized system. Per- 
haps the most interesting example has been the La2CaCu206_w phase, which becomes su- 
perconducting (Tc--60 K) upon partial substitution of La by Sr [450]. The substitution in- 
creases both the Cu valence (hole-doping) and the content of oxygen vacancies 
{(Lao.aSr0.z)2CaCuzOs.94(2~; 14/mmm; 382.08(1), 1959.93(7)} which are located at the api- 
cal sites of the square-pyramidal coordinations in the crystal structure described in Sec. IV 
A. A variant with Nd instead of La is also described [451]. 

RE(O)--Ca, Ba(O)--Cu(O) 

In accordance with ionic size relations, no Ca-Ba mixing is observed. However, Ca 
shows solid solubility with the smaller REs, and new structures are formed in combination 
with the larger REs. 

For obvious reasons the most studied system is that with RE=Y, where wide Ca/Y 
solid-solution regions occur. In the YBa2Cu307 structure, Ca can replace up to 1/4 of Y. 
Substitutions up to x=0.5 were reported when the pressure was enhanced as little as to 
po2=400 kPa [452]. The observation of a BaCuO2-type impurity in Ref. [452] indicates a 
possible simultaneous Ca for Ba substitution. Facilitation of this behaviour by a formation 
of an oxide carbonate in the closed system is possible [78]. This would also explain the ob- 
served transition into tetragonal symmetry and shortened c axis. 

The oxidized structure as obtained at ambient pressures after oxidation at 300~ (of. the 
metastability in Sec. IV C 1) compensates for the aliovalent substitution by formation of 
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oxygen vacancies, according to the formula (Yl-xCax)Ba2Cu306.95-x/2, and Tc is not in- 
creased [94, 453, 454]. However, when the structure is appreciably deoxygenated 
(YBa2Cu306.1, non-superconducting and also tetragonal) the energy of formation for oxygen 
vacancies becomes higher, and the Ca substitution causes a localized hole doping at the pyrami- 
dal sheets of the cuprate anion. Hence, superconductivity reappears with low Tc [455,456]. The 
structure remzin.~ tetragonal, but changes in bond distances confirm the hole doping [457]. 

Such a hole doping and an increase in :re are observed [458,459] also for the 124 phase 
which has a structurally fixed oxygen content. Because formation of the oxygen vacancies is 
not possible, all the extra charge brought about by the aliovalent substitution is accummu- 
lated within the cuprate network, thus increasing the formal Cu valence (and in turn :re 
[459]). This acts vs. a high solid solubility of Ca at the Y site [458]. Also the stability region 
of the Ca-substituted 124 phase is shifted towards higher oxygen pressures and Ca-substitu- 
tion vanishes entirely for the 247-type structure [458], perhaps similarly as it was decreased 
by the presence of the large early REs at the Y site [414]. When the substitution of Ba by 
Ca in 124 is attempted, appearance of some Y2BaCuOs, CuO and BaCuO2+w indicates that 
also (or rather) the Y site has been attacked. However, some presence of Ca at the Ba site 
in such samples is evidenced by NQR [460, 461]. The situation with Ca doping in 124 ap- 
parently involves an equlibrium distribution of Ca between the RE and Ba sites. 

In crystal structures which allow for the necessary extent in the oxygen vacancy variation 
induced by the aliovalent substitution, a complete replacement of, e.g., Y by Ca is possible. 
One such example is YBa4Cu309 [193]. A wide solid solubility is accordingly expected be- 
tween the Ca and Y variants. On the other hand, only negligible Ca-Y homogeneity region 
applies to the stoichiometric Y2BaCuO5 phase. 

An important example for a replacement of RE by Ca is the "Ca(BaLa)Cu306+w" super- 
conductor [462-464] with Te of some 80 K, which actually is a solid-solution series: 

REl_xCax(Bal_yLar)zCu30~.w, with non-zero lower limits of solubility for RE=La 
0.22 < x < 0.5 and 0.09 < y < 0.25 [403], in the crystal structure [465] of the 123 type. The up- 
per limits of solid solubility have integer fraction values, yet no conclusive suggestions for a 
structural ordering can be drawn based on TEM investigations [466,467]. Contrary to the struc- 
tural prototype LaBa2Cu307 which is orthorhombic [337], the symmetry of the unit cell is 
tetragonal throughout the solid-solution region, e.g., Lao.sCao.5(Bao.75Lao.25)2Cu3OT.01 
{P4/mmm; 387.42(1), 1171.38(4)} [465]. The disordering on the oxygen sites leading to the 
tetragonal symmetry is explained [465] as compressing of the cuprate slab, in a similar man- 
ner as for the La for Ba substitution [405, 435] in the prototype structure. The variation in 
the oxygen content, as seen [465] in the solid-solution region after the standard treatment in 
oxygen under ambient pressure at 400"C, indicates two different compensation mechanisms 
for these two aliovalent substitutions. The substitution by Ca is compensated by formation 
of holes in the cuprate network, whereas the substitution by La is compensated by creation 
of oxygen vacancies. Tc follows the copper valence [465] in the solid-solution region. When 
an individual composition is deoxidized, Tc shows a similar "double plateau" behaviour as 
the 123 phase in Fig. 32 [468]. Since the substitution by Ca is always at least partially com- 
pensated by the presence of La at the Ba site, the oxygen content does not exceed the value 
of approximately 7 per formula. This probably provides the rationale for the extent of this 
solid-solution series, in addition to the mixed Ba-La occupancy features discussed in Sec. 
IV C 2 for the Ca-free version. It is interesting to note that the original "CaBaLa" formula 
does not correspond to single phase and accordingly lies outside the solid-solution region 
[469]. The extent of the solid solution is illustrated in Fig. 42, drawn into a pseudoternary 
phase diagram CaCu(O)-BaCu(O)-LaCu(O) and compared with the situation seen [335] 
when Ca in the phase diagram is exchanged with Y, having similar size, yet different va- 
lence. The reason behind this arrangement is to include the YBa2Cu307 phase into the pic- 
ture and illustrate the complex interplay between size and valence in formation of the triple 
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Fig. 42 Regions of stability for the 123 type structures, drawn into the ECu(O)-BaCu(O)-LaCu(O) 
phase diagrams for E---Y [94, 335] (oxygen, 910"C) and E=Ca [403] (air, 950"C). The differ- 
ence in conditions is believed to be unimportant for the overal picture. The "CaBaLa" composi- 
tion is marked with a star. Other significant compositions: a -La(Bao.75Lao.25)2Cu3; 
b - La(Ba0.5oCao.25Lao.25)2Cu3; c - La(Bao.75Cao.25)zCu3 

8r(o) 
SrO 

/ / ~  St" Cuo~ 
rCuo, 

" Cu(o )  

: aCuo," 

Y(O) "c:.a.o~ ~a(o) 

Fig. 43 Subsolidus (pseudoquaternary) tetrahedral phase diagram of the Y(O)-Sr(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) sys- 
tem at 900~ in oxygen, covering the neighbourhood of the YBa2Cu306+w-type phase and the 
Cu-rich comer; after Ref~ [199, 471] 

perovskite structure. A similar result has been obtained when RE=Nd, with the main dif- 
ference being in the solubility limits (0.15 < x <  0.4; 0.04 <y < 0.33) [470]. 

RE(O)-Sr, Ba(O)-Cu(O) 
The pseudoquaternary phase system Y(O)--Sr(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) has been investigated to 

some extent in conjunction with effects of Sr substitution in the REBa2Cu306+wphase, par- 
ticularly for RE=Y [199, 471] and RE=La [472]. In the RE=Y system, regions of solid 
miscibility are observed for Sr and Ba (Fig. 43). In the "green" cuprate Y2(Bal_ySry)CuOs, 
y=0.10 is seen as the miscibility limit after equilibration in pure oxygen at 910~ followed 
by oxidation at 340~ whereas y=0.4 in Y(Bal-pSry)2Cu306.95 under the same conditions 
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[471]. When a higher degree of substitution is attempted for the latter phase, 
Y2(Bao.gSr0.1)CuO5 and (Sr2/3Bal/3)14Cu24041 emerge. A practically zero substitution limit 
is found for substitution of Y by Sr. The Y(Bal-ySry)2Cu4Os phase allows only for rather 
low substitution levels of Sr, even when the Ba site is concerned. The substitution limit in 
this 124 phase is y =0.10, referring to 800~ in ambient oxygen [309]. When RE =La, solid 
solutions based on both Ba, Sr or La are possible. As an example: 

La(Bal-y-y,SryLay,)2Cu306+w, where the substitution by Sr is limited to the Ba site. 
Both the lower limits of solubility are non-zero, 0.16 <y  < 0.25 and 0.09 <y '  < 0.25, but the 
extent of the solid solution is quite significant, as it means that up to 1/2 of the barium can 
be replaced [472]. The solid-solubility region drawn into the phase diagram is practically 
identical with that for the Ca version in Fig. 42, in spite of Ca entering the RE site in the 
123 structure, not the Ba site as it is the case for Sr. A similar result has been obtained for 
RE =Nd, the limits of solubility being 0.06 <y  < 0.20 and 0.04 <y '  < 0.33 [470]. 

(Lal-xBax)zSrCu206+w, is a solid solution where Ba replaces partially (0.000< 
x < 0.125) at the RE site, while the Sr site remains intact. The crystal structure [473] fea- 
tures, including the variability in the oxygen content, remain essentially as those of the pro- 
totype (Sec. IV B). As an example: x=0.05, w=0.30 {14/mmm; 385.43(1), 2021.55(3)}. 
However, the substitution by Ba is compensated by creation of oxygen vacancies, and the 
saturated oxygen content decreases with increasing x: x=0.125, w=0.11 {385.14(1), 
2021.63(7)} [473]. Despite the high and mixed Cu valence, no superconductivity is ob- 
served. 

E. Oxide carbonates 

Existence of oxide carbonates is well documented for the group of large REs [58]. Their 
crystal structure can be derived from that of the pure oxides by replacing an appropriate por- 
tion of oxygen atoms by carbonate groups, accompanied by structural distortions. In a simi- 
lar way, CaCO3 is related to CaO. Also the Ba-rich ternary oxides of Ba and REs form easily 
oxide carbonates [77]. Apart from the structural relationship, a clear link is seen between 
the stability of oxide carbonates and the basicity of the oxides. Since the copper carbonate 
itself is instable, it took some time to acknowledge that also AE,RE cuprates may accom- 
modate certain portion of carbonate groups in their crystal structures. At first, significant 
contents of CO2 were reported analyzed in the Ba-rich samples of the quaternary oxides 
from the Y(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) system [474]. Soon it was found that CO2 indeed is being built 
into these phases and the oxide carbonate name came in use [313]. A similar history can be 
traced for the 123 phase which was also found to accommodate some carbonate ions 
[105, 475, 476]. Longer it took before it was realized and confirmed that the carbonate 
groups do not occupy the oxygen atom positions, but Cu sites (first shown for the 
SrxCuO2CO3 case [145]. This meant that the cuprate coordination polyhedron is replaced 
by the carbonate triangle in the centre of the single-perovskite "cube". Generally, the ten- 
dency to form oxide carbonates increases with the overall basicity of the multicomponent 
oxide. This is illustrated in Fig. 44, showing the Y(O/CO3)-Ba(O/CO3)--Cu(O/CO3) system 
at 800 and 900~ as obtained from a large number of samples [78, 105,474]. The oxide 
carbonate phases in question are stable in a narrow shell defined by the degree of basicity 
for the constituents (notably the BaO content), and delimited by the concentration of CO2 in 
the surrounding atmosphere and the temperature. At lower BaO contents and CO2 concen- 
trations, as well as at higher temperatures, pure oxide phases become stable. For larger BaO 
contents, higher CO2 concentrations or lower temperatures, BaCO3 is stabilized next to the 
oxides of the other metals. Except for the pseudoternary Y, Ba- and Ba,Cu-oxide carbonates, 
described in Secs III A and III B, two quaternary oxide carbonates are seen in Fig. 44: 
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Fig, 44 Phase compatibilides in the Y(O/CO3)-Ba(O/CO3)--Cu(O/C03) system, from Ref. [78], as seen 
by PXD after repeated firings of citrate precursors at (a) 800 and (b) 900~ in oxygen of ambi- 
ent pressure containing -40 ppm CO2. Phenomenological frontiers of the oxide carbonate stabil- 
ity are shown by dotted shading, of carbonate stability by line shading 

Bas[Cu4+zYl+x(COa)3-x--z]Ot0+w, with 0.0 < x < 0.3 and 0.0 < z < 0.4, is the actual com- 
position [78, 94, 105,474] of the elusive "other perovskite phase" in this system. The com- 
position is remarkable in that carbonate groups can replace both Cu and Y. As a result of 
this, a distinct region of homogeneity occurs [474] for this phase in the pseudoternary phase 
diagram Y(O/CO3)-Ba(O/CO3)--Cu(O/CO3) in Fig. 44, extending towards both Y and Cu 
from the "184" formula Ba8[Cu4Y(CO3)a]Ol0+w. Also the oxygen content is variable [78]. 
For the 184 formula, 0.05(2)< w < 1.08(2). The span is similar also for compositions with 
non-zero x and/or z, merely shifted due to the valence balance. The crystal structure of this 
oxide carbonate has been recently determined [477] for one specific composition (a 142 ox- 
ide carbonate [478]), which lies reasonably close to the Y-rich end of the solid-solution re- 
gion {x= 1, z=0, w=unspecified; P4/m; 8.1973(4), 8.0360(5)}. The structure is similar to 
that suggested [479] previously for the (as refined) composition close to the Cu-rich end of 
the solid-solution region, indexed with a half-volume unit cell {x=l,  z=0.54, w=4.08; 
P4/mmm; 578, 800}. The Bas[Cu4+zREl+x(CO3)3-x-z]O10+w oxide carbonate solid solution 
is formed for all REs smaller than Sm (including Sc, excepting Tb) [480]. Synthesis of well 
crystallized samples of this oxide carbonate is not straightforward. When the amount of car- 
bonate ions is controlled via the starting mixture, the system must be kept closed and reacted 
at relatively low temperatures, and this causes problems with the homogeneity of the prod- 
uct. When the amount of carbonate ions is controlled via a controlled equlibrium content of 
CO2 in the flowing atmosphere at a given temperature, problems with establishing the equi- 
librium and the narrow region of stability with respect to temperature may cause decompo- 
sitions. The structural features are not easy to decipher in the only slightly deformed, nearly 
cubic 2a perovskite cell with random orientation of the carbonate groups. These problems 
are also projected into the poor compositional resolution of the phase. This oxide carbonate 
was considered to be a 132 oxide [314, 316-319], a 153 oxide [322] or 163 oxide 
[311,321] (the latter composition lies on the border of the homogeneity range of the oxide 
carbonate). It is not clear whether the compositions 152 and 385 in Ref. [77] represent sin- 
gle phases, oxides or oxide carbonates. 

YBazCua-u(COa),Oa+w-3u/2, with u=0.2 and w=0.8 for oxygen saturated sample, as de- 
termined by chemical analyses [481]. This phase has a crystal structure [481] very similar 
to that of the 123 (superconductor) oxide, and is derived by replacing the portion u of the 
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Cu(1) atoms in the cuprate squares by the carbonate triangles. Rietveld refinement of PND 
data for the above sample gives a composition of YBa2Cu2.85(CO3)0.1506.73 {P4/mmm; 
387.17, 1160.7)} [481]. The telltale sign for identifying the oxide carbonate against the 
pure 123 oxide (both being oxygen saturated) is the occurrence of tetragonal symmetry for 
the oxide carbonate, accompanied by a decrease in the unit-cell parameter c. The pure ox- 
ide, on the other hand, becomes tetragonal only upon a substantial chemical reduction, ac- 
companied by an increase in the c-parameter from some 1170 pm to around 1190 pm. An 
interesting compositional feature of this oxide carbonate is that it promotes accommodation of 
rather small "sized" cations at the Ba site. Atoms as small as Hg, Ca or Y can now partially re- 
place Ba in the structure; as an example: Y(Bao.sY0.2)2Cu2.8(CO3)o.206.77 {P4/mmm; 
387.7(2), 1157.3(13)} [78, 94]. Similar Y for Ba substitutions have variously been reported 
in the literature [482, 483] before the existence of the cuprate carbonates was realized. Note 
the further contraction of c occurring due to the exchange of the large Ba with the smaller 
Y. It is not surprising that also the vice-versa accommodation of the carbonate ions in the 
123-type structure is being promoted when Ba is replaced by the smaller Sr or Ca atoms (a 
partial replacement for the latter). Several such variants have been structurally characterized 
in detail [198, 484-488] showing that the carbonate group can act as a bridge between the 
two Cu(2) sites. This orientation may become preferred owing to the small size of the atom 
at the "Ba-site". For an overview of the crystal chemistry of such oxide carbonates, see Ref. 
[488]. Finally, also other oxoanions can function in place of carbonate groups in similar 
123-type compounds, e.g., nitrate [4891, borate [490], phosphate [491] and sulphate [492]. 
The YBa2Cu3-u(CO3)uO6+w_3u/2oxide carbonate occurs as an intermediate phase during 
synthesis of the 123 oxide from carbonaceous precursors [78, 79, 105, 377, 493]. As a 
function of temperature during such syntheses (02 atmosphere), oxide carbonate would be 
formed around some 780~ together with the appropriate amount of CuO. Upon an in- 
crease in temperature, CuO would partially and temporarily react upon formation of the 124 
phase, before the system is converted to the 123 phase [94, 481]. Even i fa  high enough tem- 
perature is chosen, part of the oxide carbonate can remain trapped inside the sample in 
cases when the release of CO2 into the surrounding atmosphere is not fully facilitated, for 
example when the sample is densely sintered [377]. The accommodation of the carbonate 
groups very efficiently quenches the superconductivity of the 123 phase [78, 494], and 
therefore the carbon pathway and the residual carbon contents upon the ceramic syntheses 
have been a subject of considerable interest [79, 494,495]. On the other hand, the synthesis 
of the pure oxide carbonate YBa2Cu3-u(CO3)uO6+w-3u/2 is rather difficult to conduct under 
equilibrium conditions. When an open system is adopted, the equilibrium partial pressure of 
CO2 is too low to be easily controlled in the narrow window of the low temperatures be- 
tween the kinetic limitation of the synthesis proper and the formation of the 124 phase or 
melting. In a closed system, problems with the homogeneity arise. This has delayed the cor- 
rect structural and compositional characterizations. The features typical of the oxide car- 
bonate unit cell were first seen in some samples of the 123 phase synthesized in a special 
manner (closed system [311], plasma spraying [496], CO'/atmosphere [497]), but only later 
attributed to an oxide carbonate formation [105,475, 476]. Particularly syntheses in closed 
pressurized systems are prone to formation of oxide carbonates. Any CO2 inadvertently 
brought into the reaction chamber, either as a surface, atmosphere or carbonate-phase im- 
purity, will not leave the system during the experiment, and the elevated pressures will in- 
crease the thermal stability of the oxide carbonates. For example, the typical structural in- 
dicatives for the 123 oxide carbonate can be seen in the high-pressure studies in Refs 
[235,498]. 

When the BaO content is lowered below that of the 123 composition, the formation of 
the possible oxide carbonate is even more difficult. The possible existence of such a phase, 
derived from the 247 composition, is indicated in a recent high-pressure study [499]. At am- 
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bient oxygen pressures, experiments with a parallel synthesis of the 123 and 124 oxide car- 
bonates at 800~ yielded the desired phase only for the 123 composition, whereas a pure 
oxide was formed for the 124 composition [105]. In contrast, both 123 and 124 were found 
stable at the same temperature for at least 1000 h in pure (C02 free) oxygen of atmospheric 
pressure [105]. 

V. YBCO and variants 

A. Chemical properties 

The individual elements which form the components of YBa2Cu307 each bring its own 
specific chemical properties to this phase. Most dominant is Ba which introduces an en- 
hanced Lewis basicity to the oxygen atoms. As a result, YBa2Cu307 is reactive towards Le- 
wis acids (e.g., A1203, SO2, SiO2, CO2, H +-  even from HzO). Copper brings about its 
variable valence and easy reducibility, and has also an influence on the behaviour in aqueous 
systems (formation of complexes). 

Properties relevant to Cu. The perovskite-type structure allows for extensive oxygen va- 
cancies, and gives space for wide variations in the Cu valence upon exchange of oxygen with 
the surrounding atmosphere. This feature will be dealt with in detail in Sec. V C. The re- 
duced, oxygen vacant phase YBa2Cu306 may be oxidized also by some non-oxygen agents 
like NF3 (fluorination) and halogens. These processes will be described as chemical substi- 
tutions in Sec. V D. The oxidative power of YBa2Cu306+w strongly increases when w ap- 
proaches 1.0. In contact with acidic aqueous systems, the solid oxidizes H20 into 02, and 
Cl-and Br-into C12 and Br2, upon formation of Cu(II). Iodide ions are oxidized into Iz upon 
formation of Cu(I). The latter reactions form the basis for several methods of wet chemical 
analyses of the oxygen content in the YBa2Cu306 +w phase. In the solid state, the noble char- 
acter of elemental copper causes YBa2Cu306+w to be (ultimately) reduced into metallic Cu 
already under moderately reducing conditions. The solid-state chemical equlibria associated 
with such a reduction of YBa2Cu306 involve several intermediate compounds and will be 
described in See. V B. 

The specifics of the copper chemistry in aqueous systems can be manifested in an inter- 
esting reaction when the mixed-valence phase dissolves in aqueous ammonia [311]: 

11HzO, 24NH3 
2YBa2Cu306.5 .2YO(OH) + 4Ba 2+ + 6[Cu(NH3)4] z+ + 20OH- (7) 

Such a reaction does not occur for the stoichiometric cuprate Y2BaCuOs. 
Properties relevant to Ba. Reactivity towards Lewis acids, including protons from "hy- 

drogen acids" is strongly enhanced by the high content of barium. Possible reactions with 
the surrounding chemical environment are of the greatest concern. Solid-state reactions of 
YBa2Cu306+w with acidic transition-metal oxides [500] and analogous materials [501,502] 
are found to proceed readily upon formation of Ba containing oxides. The complex equili- 
bria occurring in contact with molten halides were investigated [503] and NaCI/KC1 melts 
found to be the least reactive towards YBa2Cu306+w. Also the reaction with liquid H20 is 
of particular importance. The reaction gives yttrium and copper oxides, barium hydroxide 
and barium copper hydroxide as main products. The real pathway is considerably more com- 
plex due to the omnipresence of CO2 [504]. Similar products are also obtained after expo- 
sition to the atmosphere [505]. For the possibility of incorporation of OH- ions into 
YBa2Cu306+w in aqueous systems, see Sec. V D. As an example of a gas-solid, Lewis-type 
reaction, an interaction with NO2 at 200~ can be cited [506], interesting in that both the 
acidic and oxidative properties of NO2 are in effect when reduced 123 is involved. A mix- 
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ture of oxidation and degradation products is formed, consisting mainly of the oxidized 123 
and barium nitrite. 

The reaction with gaseous CO2 is probably the most important of the degradation reac- 
tions of YBa2Cu306+~ since CO2 is present in the air and in traces in most of the chemical 
environments. This reaction is also the reverse of the commonly used carbonate synthesis 
route for YBa2Cu306+w. Depending on the temperature, several reaction products are ob- 
served [217, 507] when YBa2Cu306+w is exposed to d r y  mixture of CO2 and 02. For 
400 < t < 730~ 

4CO2 Y203 2YBa2Cu306+w . + 4BaCO3 + 6CuO + ( w -  0.5)02, (8) 

for 730 < t <  950~ 

2YBa2Cu306+w 4COz.Y2Cu205 + 4BaCO3 + 4CuO + ( w -  0.5)02, (9) 

and for t>950~  

3CO2 
2YBa2Cu306+w . Y2BaCuO5 + 3BaCO3 + 5CuO + (w - 0.5)02, (10) 

where w and the question whether CuO or CuzO is formed depend on P02 and temperature. 
The observed [217] partial pressures of CO2 at equilibrium with YBa2Cu306+w are shown 
in a van't Hoff plot in Fig. 45, together with calculated [508, 509] dissociation pressures of 
CaCO3, SrCO3 and BaCO3. Using the original data from Ref. [217], the onsets of carbona- 
tization or decarbonatization reaction of YBa2Cu306+w in oxygen-rich atmospheres accord- 
ing to Eq. (9) can be expressed as follows (in Pa, K): 

logloPco~ = 11.217(313) - 9270(340)/T (11) 

The kinetics of these carbonatization processes as a function of temperature and particle 
size has been investigated and an empirical rate equation with a 1.5 order dependence has 

t/oc 
,=?o 87o 7,oo 6oo 

\ \  
~_ '3"~~ "o n \ \  

3 
~-~ 

-5 

9 10 I! +-10VK" 
�9 Fig. 45 YBa2Cu306+w stability with respect to earbonatization in O2/CO2 atmospheres at ambient pres- 

sure; after Ref. [217]. Equilibrium according to Eq. (8) is indicated by shaded area, equilibrium 
according to Eq. (9) by solid line. Data for AEs are given for comparison 
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been derived [510]. The reaction with CO2 has a very significant effect on the processing 
and superconducting properties of YBa2Cu306+w [475, 511,512]. Severe degradation in 
the critical current occurs before even a slight weight increase can be observed [513]. 

B. Reduction and melting 

For the easily reducible YBaeCu306+w, both moderately increased temperatures and 
moderately reduced partial pressures of oxygen are significant factors which lead to chemi- 
cal reduction upon formation of other phases. 

The temperature-induced reduction and decomposition is characterized by the incongru- 
ent melting (upon formation of Y2BaCuO2 and a liquid) [514] at the temperature Tin. Tm of 
YBa2Cu306+w decreases with w and in turn also with decreasing partial pressure of 02 
in the surrounding atmosphere. DTA-based data for Trn, obtained [515] in atmospheres 
with oxygen partial pressure varied in the interval of 102 <Po2 < 105 Pa, can be approxi- 
mated linearly as follows (in Pa, K): 

lOgl0Po~ = 37.6(9) - 42256(1137)/Tm (12) 

and lie between some 900 and 1024~ (the latter in pure 02). However, indications of the 
liquidus are often observed at lower temperatures than stated above. Examinations [516] of 
cyclically annealed phase-pure YBa2Cu306+w indicated that, already below the melting 
point, Cu may have a tendency to migrate to the surface of the bulk particles. According to 
Ref. [516] this excess of Cu on the grain boundaries causes a formation of a peritectic liquid 
which in turn results in a partial phase separation upon cooling. Vaporization studies 
[517, 518] have shown measurable partial pressures of both Cu and Ba species over 
YBa2Cu306+w at temperatures around melting. At 890~ vapor pressure values (in Pa) of 
1.2.10 -4 for Cu, 2.2.10 -5 for CuO and 2.5.10 -5 for BaO under 21 kPa of oxygen are obtained 
in Ref. [518]. No Y-containing vapor is detected at this temperature. 

The low-pressure induced reduction and decomposition of YBa2Cu306+w in the solid 
state occurs when w--0 [105, 519-522], defined by the partial pressure of oxygen at the de- 
composition temperature Tdec. For the interval 1023 < Tdec< 1148 K, the following expres- 
sion is valid (in Pa, K; calculated from data in Ref. [523]): 

Iogl0Po~ = 12.28(30) - 11975(328)/Tdee (13) 

For the continuation to higher temperatures, see Ref. [524]. Very similar values are ob- 
tained in Ref. [522] for the interval 993 < T< 1222 K. 

1. Redox equilibria 

For the specific situation in the vicinity of the 123 stoichiometry, the pattern of sub- 
sequent redox reactions occurring upon the gradual removal of oxygen from various nominal 
compositions has been investigated by solid-state coulometric titration [523,525, 526] and 
TG in controlled atmospheres [522] followed by PDX. Details for the isothermal pseudoter- 
nary Cu-rich subsystem according to Refs [523,526] are shown in Fig. 46, referring to the 
po2-plateaus "seen" by coulometric titration at 850~ (chosen in order to maintain accept- 
able kinetics of the solid-state reactions). Nevertheless, even then, a liquidus briefly appears 
as a function of the decreasing partial pressure of oxygen. Table 1 lists nine observed invari- 
ant reactions occurring between the ten individual situations drawn in Fig. 46 and the re- 
spective partial pressures of oxygen ("plateaus") for each reaction. Unfortunately, the Ba- 
rich perovskite phase participating in these equilibria has only been identified as "132" in 
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Ref. [526]. This composition does not refer to an existing phase in this system and therefore 
it is replaced for our purpose by an "X". Since YBa4Cu3Og+w is not stable [105] already at 
the partial pressure of the first plateau (po~=560 Pa), it is quite probable that this X phase 
actually is the Cu-rich composition of the Bai[Cu4+zREl+x(CO3)3-x-z]O10+w oxide carbon- 
ate (see See. IV E). Similarly, the "BaCuO2" phase also possibly represents an oxide car- 
bonate (see See. III B). With these facts in mind, the data in Table 1 and Fig. 46 illustrate 
how a "real" Cu-rich system behaves upon removal of oxygen. 

The nature of the solid-state decomposition products of the YBa2Cu306 phase remains 
still ambiguous [522]. Three sets of decomposition products are generally reported: (1) 
YzBaCuO5, "BaCuO2" and Cu20 have been considered in Refs [519, 521], however, based 
on later unconfirmed citations. (2) Y2BaCuO5, "BaCuO2" and BaCu202 are observed in 

5 CuO Cu20 " 

~ .:aCuO2 - / ~  BaCu202 '~aCuO2" 

211 t l  211 16 
CuO Cu20 

1 ~  ~BaCu202 

211 ~2 211 ~,7 
Cu20 Cu20 

/ ~  /~BaCu202 

211 ~3 211 ~8 
Cu20 Cu20 

/~BaCu202 
"~aCuO2" " . ~ 2aCu02 

#4 =,, 19 
Cu20 Cu20 ~ Cu202 ~ a C u 2 0 2  

- 

211 211 
Fig. 46 Cu-rich sections of the pseudoternary Y(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) phase diagram upon reduction at 

850~ by means of coulometric titration, after Refs [523,526]. Numbers at the arrows refer to 
Table 1 
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Table 1 Phases involved and oxygen partial pressures (in Pa) for invariant reactions (not balanced) near 123 
at 850~ [526] 

R a Poz Reaction components b 

1 560 

2 410 

3 300 

4 300 

5 270 

6 150 

7 100 

8 70 

9 40 

YBa2Cu306+w+BaCuO2+CuO ~ L+O 2 

CuO ~ Cu20+O 2 

BaCuO2+L ~ BaCu202+O 2 

BaCuO 2 + L ~ YBazCuaO 6 + w + BaCu202 + O2 

Y2BaCuOs + BaCuO2 +'~ YBa2Cu306 + w + X + 02 

L ~ BaCu202+Cu20 +YBa2Cu306+w+O 2 

YBa2Cu306+w + Cu20 ~ Y2BaCuO5 + BaCu202 + O2 

YBa2Cu306 + w + BaCuO2 ~ X + BaCu202 + O 2 

YBa2Cu306 +w ~ X + Y2BaCuOs + BaCu202 + 02 
aNumber refers to the pressure plateau in Fig. 46. 
bX denotes the reported Ba-rich perovskite. However, most probably the 184 oxide carbonate. 

Ref. [398] and this situation is shown in Fig. 37. (3) Y2BaCuOs, BaCu202 and the X phase 
are identified in Refs [514, 523] and this situation appears in Table 1 and Fig. 46. The rea- 
son for these disagreements can be twofold: (i) An undefined degree of stabilization by oxide 
carbonates even while the values of Po~ are well under control. (ii) The poor resolution in 
terms ofpoz and temperature for the reaction proper of the decomposition of 123, the reac- 
tions of the decomposition of "BaCuO2" into BaCu202, and the formation of the phase X. 
Several indistinct TG plateaus are observed in Ref. [522] in a close follow up upon increased 
temperature, at low partial pressures of oxygen, after the stability limit of the 123 phase has 
been crossed. This is suggested to indicate that the three sets of reaction products indeed oc- 
cur in the said order upon the solid-state reduction of the nominal 123 composition. At the 
very first TG plateau, before these profound reduction processes occur, a demixing of a 
small amount of Y2BaCuO5 from the 123 phase is seen in Ref. [522]. This further increases 
the ambiguity as to the actual solid-state decomposition point of the 123 phase. 

When the chemical reduction of the RE(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) system is adopted by means 
of increasing temperature, the oxide carbonate problem is somewhat alleviated. However, 
the solidus-liquidus equilibria are soon entering the picture. A large number of isobaric and 
isothermal sections is necessary for a description of the s-4 relationships and these diagrams 
are treated separately in the following section. 

2. s - l  diagrams 

The solidus-liquidus equilibria in the Y(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) system are complex and their 
investigations have therefore usually been limited to various pseudobinary sections, a few 
such cuts [313,527-530] being edited together in Fig. 47. When interpreting these data, it 
should be born in mind that the crucial problem concerning any phase diagram, i.e., 
whether a real equilibrium state is achieved or not, is considerably enhanced for s - l  bounda- 
ries. In fact, each examination (microscopy, diffraction, thermal analyses, quenching, physi- 
ca! phase separation, etc.) provides a slightly different viewpoint. Refs [528,530] give in- 
structive examples for quenching vs. DTA. Different primary crystallization fields were 
found in a section of the pseudoternary system very close to Cu(O), resulting from the lack 
of equilibrium conditions during a DTA experiment. Hence, crystallizations of either 
Y2Cu205 (DTA) or Cu20 (quenching) are observed for one and the same composition in a 
certain composition interval. 
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Fig. 47 Pseudobinary x-t diagrams for certain cuts (shown in the thick-line insets) of the Y(O)-Ba(O)- 
Cu(O) system: (a) from Ref. [527], (b) from Ref, [528], (d) from Ref. [313] and (e) from Ref. 
[529] in air, (c) from Ref. [530] in oxygen. Ternary and quaternary phases are marked as fol- 
lows: B -Y2Cu205, G -Y2BaCuOs, R -BaCuO2+w, S -YBa2Cu306+w and W -BaY204 

A combination of all available information into a spatial, x-y-t pseudoternary diagram 
was also attempted [531], but here attention will only be focused on the liquidus surface for 
the Cu-rich portion of the system (Fig. 48). Eleven invariant reactions were observed [329] 
in this system, and are listed in Table 2. 
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YB 

Bo.O ~uO. 2. ,2 Cu 0 

Fig. 48 Liquidus surface of Cu-rich portion of the Y(O)-Ba(O)-Cu(O) phase diagram in air; after Refs 
[329, 523, 531]. Primary crystallization fields for individual phases are distinguished by shad- 
ing, labelling of the points corresponds to Table 2 

Table 2 Phases involved and temperatures (~ for invariant reactions (not balanced) at the liquidus surface 
in air, according to Ref. [329] 

t IP a Reaction components 

89O 

920 

940 

975 

1000 

1000 

1015 

1015 

1026 

1110 

1122 

1270 

~nvariant 

e 1 YBa2Cu306+w + BaCuO2 + CuO ~ L(e 1) 

e2 BaCuO 2 +CuO ~ L(e2) 

p 1 YBa2Cu306 + v, + CuO <--) Y2BaCuO 5 + BaCuO 2 + L(p 1) 

p2 Y2BaCuO 5 + CuO <--), Y2Cu205 + L(p2) 

e3 Y2BaCuO5 + BaCuO 2 ~ L(e3) 

p3 YBa2Cu306+ w +BaCuO 2 <-> Y2BaCuO5 + L(p3) 

m I YBa2Cu306 + w ~ Y2BaCuO5 + L(m 1) 

m2 BaCuO 2 <-> L 

CuO <-~ Cu20 

e4 Y2Cu205 + Cu20 <-> L(e4) 

m3 Y2Cu205 ~ Y203 + L(m3) 

m4 Y2BaCuO 5 6-> Y203 + L(m4) 

point; labelling corresponds to Fig. 48; e - eutectic, p - pseudoperitectic, m - melting. 

These reactions explain why the degree of sintering of the 123 samples varies (depend- 
ing on whether or not a small excess of CuO is present), since a liquid phase is involved 
above 940~ and acts as a transport medium. An analogous explanation applies to the 
strong densification often observed upon the first firing since the intimate mixtures of the 
particles of the individual components may produce sufficient amounts of the lowest melting 
eutectic (890~ to promote sintering. 

The equilibria occurring upon melting in the region close to the pseudoternary eutectic 
have been investigated in order to obtain data for the single-crystal growth of the 123 super- 
conductor which is obtained from only a rather narrow crystallization field. The pseudoter- 
nary eutectic point is located [532] at the composition Y0.0OS(l)Ba0.232(5)Cu0.764(10), by a 
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soaking technique with MgO wick, confirming previous results [533] by a similar method. 
According to Ref. [532], the eutectic occurs at 923(10)~ referring to a dry, CO2-free air, 
and contains nearly all the copper as Cu(I). This temperature is somewhat higher than that 
reported for the point el in Table 2 and this is explained in Ref. [532] as an effect of reduc- 
tion and/or impurities. The temperatures for the points pl and p2 given by Ref. [532] (947 
and 967~ respectively) agree well with Table 2. These experimental data, as well as the 
extent of the melt region as a function of temperature, are in a good agreement with the situ- 
ation calculated [534] from estimated thermodynamic values. 

C. Oxygen-exchange 

1. Equilibrium 

The variable valence of Cu in YBa2Cu307 leads to a variable oxygen content in the solid 
state: 

(14) Aw 
YBa2Cu30(6+w)+aw ~ YBa2Cu306+w + -~- O2 

The equilibrium is defined by Poz, T, and, in contrast to the reactions occurring between 
fixed compositions, also by the compositional variable w. Accordingly, when w is main- 
rained constant, a normal, linear van't Hoff plot is valid. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 49, 
obtained [217] by actually varying Poz at different temperatures, under the thermogravimet- 
ric control of w=0.5. The least-squares approximation of the data in Fig. 49 gives for 
YBa2Cu306.50 (in Pa, K): 

log]oPo2 = 12.75(20) - 8148(177)/T (15) 

However, when Po2 is maintained constant, no linear van't Hoff plot is extracted for the 
compositional variable. This illustrates that w is a composite value which, as such, does not 
represent an actual participant in the equilibrium in Eq. (14). These real components have 
been attempted approached by two types of models: (i) a defect-chemistry model, based on 
solid-state equilibria among variously charged and clustered defects, and (ii) a lattice-gas 
model, based on structural features of the oxygen "sublattice" and statistical thermodynamics. 

Experimental data. Great many studies report some data on the oxygen-exchange equili- 
bria in Eq. (14). However, only a few covers a reasonably wide range of the p-t-w vari- 

t/~ 
800 700 600 500 

4 " ~  YBa2Cu306+x 
t'~ ~ ~ x>0.5 

YBa2Cu306§ * 

2 
1'0 111 1~2 13 

+- 1 04IK -1 

Fig. 49 YBa2Cu306.~0 stability with respect to oxygen uptake and release, according to Ref. [217] 
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ables. Such data are obtained by a variety of techniques: TG accompanied by quenching of 
selected samples and by chemical and PXD analyses (RE=Y [535-539] and Er [540]), cou- 
lometric titration (RE=Y [521] and RE=Pr [541]), direct pressure measurements (RE=Y 
[352] and RE=Er  [542]), and, at high pressures, by equilibration and cooling techniques 
(RE=Y [543,544]). As stated in several of the cited studies, a reliable determination of the 
oxygen content is crucial for the accuracy of the p--t-w data, especially when it concerns the 
reference composition for TG or coulometry. In particular, hydrogen-reduction analyses can 
be burdened by systematic errors due to the presence of a residual carbonate in samples, re- 
suiting into somewhat higher-than-real oxygen contents. Even when these problems are 
eliminated, the resulting p - t - w  data have a non-ideal character, caused by the large span of 
the phase-homogeneity region w and the order/disorder phenomena related to the accommo- 
dation of oxygen in the crystal structure. As a combined consequence of these factors, a pre- 
cise description of the non-stoichiometry in YBa2Cu306+w has not yet been satisfactorily 
worked out. 

The defect chemistry approach. Defect chemistry models assume that there occur equili- 
bria in the solid state between variously charged point defects that participate in the oxygen- 
exchange reaction. During this reaction, the formation of these aliovalent, differently 
charged atoms or their clusters is the essence of the redox-process in the solid state. How- 
ever, when the span of the redox process covers an entire unit of valence, as for 
YBazCu306 +w, it becomes less clear which oxidation state is the aliovalent one. In addition 
one can expect a non-ideal behaviour of the defects when their concentration becomes high. 
The usual approach is to identify the stoichiometric state and use this as the basis for the 
definition of the defects. The stoichiometric state appears at an integer composition where a 
n-to-p semiconducting transition occurs corresponding to the intrinsic situation with the 
Fermi energy in the middle of the gap [545]. This situation also corresponds to a minimum 
in the oxygen ion diffusivity [546]. Based on both these criteria, the stoichiometric situation 
occurs at the composition YBa2Cu306, i.e., having Cu(I) with its typical linear coordination 
at the Cu(1) site and Cu(II) at the two square-pyramidal Cu(2) sites [547, 539]. Unfortu- 
nately, the phase stability boundary coincides with this composition, and this somewhat 
complicates measurements at low defect-concentrations in YBa2Cu306+w, where otherwise 
a more ideal behaviour would be expected. Only some of the experimental techniques used, 
like TG and coulometric titration, provide direct information on the partial pressures of oxy- 
gen and the changes in w for derivation of the defect models for the oxygen exchange reac- 
tion. Other methods, like measurements of the electrical conductivity, Hall and Seebeck co- 
efficients, witness more about the nature and mobility of the charge carrying defects. 

The data from TG [352, 537, 539] and coulometric titration [521] for YBa2Cu306+w, 
which have been obtained over a wide span of w, provide a very consistent picture for 
logPo2 vs. w. Even more significantly, when the non-stoichiometry is expressed as 
log[(w/(1-w)], these isotherms become linear, having slopes of approximately 3. A slope of 
3.00 is evaluated from data in Ref. [521] also for the vicinity of the stoichiometric situation. 
In the defect-equilibrum approach, the mass-action term of the w/(1-w) type appears in a 
model with localized holes or electrons where the total number of the participating struc- 
tural sites is constant [545]. This means that for every defect site created by the incorpora- 
tion of oxygen (including holes; appearing on the right hand side of the formal defect-reac- 
tion equation), there is one stoichiometric structural site available (including vacancies; ap- 
pearing on the left hand side of the equation). The slope then refers to the number of defects 
formed in the originally stoichiometric solid by an accommodation of 2 oxygen atoms (from 
the 02 molecule) subjected to the electroneutrality condition. The problem is, however, that 
the simple ionic defect reaction of this type: 
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02 + Vi + 2Cu~u ~ Oi" + 2Cucu 
(16) 

gives a slope of 6 instead of 3. Such a serious disagreement is usually attempted solved by 
abandoning the assumption of the ionicity from the defect model and/or considering defect 
clusters instead. In the extreme case, such an approach [545, 548] 

02 + Vi ~ O, (17) 

gives a slope of 2. Taking into consideration also the structure-chemical information that the 
additional oxygens are being accommodated in the linear Cu(I) coordinations (dumbbells) 
upon formation of the typical chains of Cu(II) squares, one can easily balance that per every 
oxygen atom accommodated, one Cu(I) is converted into one Cu(II). That leaves one hole 
to be located at the other Cu sites, 

10 2 + Cu~uV~ + Cu~, ~ Cuc, O~" + Cucu (18) 

and the slope is 4. A slope of 3 would be obtained upon the simple summation of Eqs (17) 
and (18), but also upon the assumption that the accommodation of oxygen happens in pairs: 

• • x P u "  r~ ' " ~ U  O " + 2 C u c u  0 2  + C u c u V i C H c u W i  + 2 C u c u  ~ ~.. CuUi L Cu i (19) 

Both possibilities have their merits, as recent Hall coefficient data seem to show that 
only 1/2 to 1 hole is generated per every oxygen atom accommodated [549]. Formally, 
one may then express logpo~ from the equilibrium constant Kt9 for Eq. (19), by taking 
the concentrations 2 [ C u c u O i " C u c u O i " = [ C u c u ]  from electroneutrality, and that 
[CUCuOi"Cl.lcuOi" ] =W/2: 

logpo2 = -logK19 + 3log w (20) 
1 - w  

This equation then fits the experimental data fairly well across the entire span in w. 
Naturally, none of the fine variations occurring [352, 542] around the structural o,t-transi- 
tion can be modelled by these simple defect-chemistry approximations. It should perhaps 
just be briefly noted that the indirect methods for investigation of the oxygen-exchange 
equilibria, like thermopower and electrical conductivity measurements [550], have iso- 
therms with slopes around 3 and 2, respectively, when plotted as a function of logPov 

The existence of the stoichiometric n=p situation at the state where the Cu(1) site atoms 
are monovalent has apparently been confused against the fact that the hole superconductivity 
is correlated with valence states of copper higher than + II. It is the structural peculiarity of 
this phase which localizes the oxygen exchange to the Cu(1) region, whereas superconduc- 
tivity is associated with the states at Cu(2). This could have misled several attempts 
[366, 551-554] into expressing the defect equilibria based on the stoichiometric state with 
Cu(II). Nevertheless, since the span in w is approximately 1, the term w/(1-w) is then 
merely inverted and reasonably linear isotherms are still obtained [551]. This apparent 
flexibility has also contributed to a considerable confusion in the understanding of the defect 
equilibria processes occurring upon the oxygen-exchange reaction of YBa2Cu306+w. 

The lattice-gas approach. Lattice-gas models consider only oxygen atoms under as- 
sumption that the oxygen absorption and desorption takes place exclusively at the (a,b-) 
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plane of Cu(1). Whereas fairly precise predictions are obtained [353, 367] for the oxygen- 
related OD phenomena like thep-t  dependence of the orthorhombic to tetragonal transition, 
discrepancies are seen [555] in thermodynamics of the oxygen accommodation in 
YBa2Cu306+w, particularly for high w. Experimental data seem to show that the partial mo- 
lar enthalpy of oxygen is not strictly constant as a function of w, having a broad non-linear 
region around compositions corresponding to the o,t structural transition and linear depend- 
ences otherwise [352, 542]. As a consequence of that, statistical models (where w enters 
only in the term for the ideal partial molar configurational entropy of mixing) do not de- 
scribe well the transition region for cases where high precision p - t - w  data are available 
[352, 542]. In such models, e.g., Refs [352, 542], the oxygen-exchange reaction is assumed 
as follows, 

1 o 2(g) r O(s, VBa2Cu30~w) 
(21) 

with equilibirium constant expressed via chemical potentials as the partial molar free energy 
for incorporation of 1 tool of oxygen atoms in the solid, Ago. Referring, say, to the standard 
state of unity pressure and the actual temperature: 

1 (22) 
Ago = Aho - TAso = ~RT  lnpo= 

Both enthalpy and entropy are further expressed in Refs [352, 542] as a sum of the 
standard values (w-independent) and the excess values (to account for an apparent non-ideal 
behaviour) 

~ o  = ah8 + h~ (23) 

with the concentration dependence appearing as a configurational entropy: 

Aso = As3 + s~ + R lrr 2 - w (24) 
W 

which assumes that structurally there are two oxygen sites, O(1) and 0(5) to choose be- 
tween. However, when one expresses the partial pressure of oxygen from Eqs (22-24) as a 
function of the concentration term, the standard and excess values can be regrouped to give 
an equilibrium constant referring obviously to the oxygen-exchange reaction in Eq. (21): 

lnpo2 = -21nK21 + 21n- w (25) 
2 - w  

where -InK21=(Ah~+Ah~o)/RT-(As~+Asg)/R. Equation (25) is conspicuously similar to 
Eq. (20) derived from the defect-model considerations. Two differences appear, viz., in that 
the slope of the isotherms is 2, originating from Eq. (21), and in that two sites are consid- 
ered in the configurational entropy term. Given the fairly reasonable fits based on Eq. (20), 
it is perhaps not surprising that the detailed and accurate experimental data in Refs 
[352, 542] show profound deviations from ideality when tested by the thermodynamic 
model behind Eq. (25) in the references cited. The large excess values obtained then merely 
reflect the misfit of the model adopted, both in the slope and in the composition term. Typi- 
cally for the latter, it is even suggested in Ref. [541] that, with increasing w, the number of 
available sites in this configurational entropy term decreases to 1. 
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Since these simple lattice-gas and defect-chemistry models for the oxygen exchange lead 
to a very similar or perhaps common formal description, it is quite obvious that there actu- 
ally is only one universal model to be developed. The peculiar structural characteristics of 
these triple perovskites, including the two types of copper coordinations, three valence 
states of Cu, and the high covalence of the cuprate network, are likely to be the essential 
components for such a description. 

2. Kinetics 

A measurable oxygen uptake by YBa2Cu306+w samples is observed [217] already at 
temperatures around 300"C, and this implies that the chemical diffusivity of oxygen at 
higher temperatures may be very high. The possible reason for this becomes apparent when 
realizing that the oxygen transport takes place as a bipolar diffusion, via a coupled move- 
ment of the oxygen ions and the corresponding holes. The conductivity with respect to both 
of these species is expected to be high. The ionic conductivity is high due to the open and 
vacant character of the oxygen "sublattice", the electronic conductivity is high due to the ex- 
tensive mixed-valence character of YBa2Cu306+w. 

A great variety of experimental techniques have been used to investigate the kinetics of 
the oxygen exchange for YBa2Cu306+w. The methods which more or less directly measure 
the oxygen transport and evaluate it as chemical diffusivity adopt either a transient or per- 
meation mode. The transient mode consists of monitoring the response of the sample to a 
sudden state change. This can be either a change in the partial pressure of oxygen (p-jump, 
coulometric titration) or temperature (T-jump, temperature-programmed desorption), while 
the response is monitored as a change in the weight (TG) [539, 556-558], in the electrical 
conductivity [559-561], in the gas volume [562], in the gas pressure [563], or in the ther- 
mal conductivity of a carrier gas [564]. The permeation methods achieve a steady state of 
oxygen permeation through the sample under a small gradient of Po2, and the flowing oxy- 
gen is monitored either electrochemically, or by gas chromatography or mass spectrometry. 
The oxygen-transport properties can also be computationally simulated [565]. 

Self-diffusivity of oxygen in YBa2Cu306+w is evaluated by several techniques. Tracer- 
18 diffusion methods use O as the tracer and SIMS as the depth-profiling detection technique. 

Data both on powders [566, 567] and single crystals [568] have been obtained in such a 
manner. Indirect methods involve measurements of internal friction [569] and various spec- 
troscopic studies. Also determinations from the individual oxygen-ion conductivities have 
been attempted, based on dc- or ac-conductivity measurements with electronically blocking, 
yttria-stabilized, zirconia electrodes [548, 570, 571]. However, the most recent studies 
combine this method with ac-impedance spectroscopy, recognizing the profound importance 
of the contact/interface phenomena on such measurements [572, 573]. 

The chemical diffusion coefficients obtained by various authors scatter rather widely 
and their temperature dependences are only approximately linear in the Arrhenius plots. A 
good illustration of this situation is compiled in Ref. [572]. When choosing only the data 
Qbtained on sintered compact samples in Refs [539, 574, 575] one can say that the average 

--8 2 1 o .-21 2 1 o D increases from some 10 cm s- at 320 C to almost 10 cm s- at 900 C. The data 
which are obtained by TG, and therefore have the advantage of the oxygen content being 
monitored simultaneously, show [539] clearly that the chemical diffusion coefficient de- 
creases with decreasing w in YBa2Cu306+w. Also a coulometric study of oxygen permea- 
tion [576] confirms such dependence. As pointed out in Ref. [576], one of the reasons for 
the discrepancies in the question of the dependence on w could be that the Arrhenius plots 
are not consistently plotted for a constant value of w, and the oxygen content, for that mat- 
ter, is not monitored. 
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When the chemical diffusion coefficients are evaluated from measurements [556, 557, 
560] performed on monodispersed particulate samples (non-sintered powders), data two or 
three orders of magnitude smaller than values measured for sintered samples are obtained. 
This discrepancy is most probably caused by the effect of the additional diffusion distance 
through the gas phase and grain boundaries inside the conglomerate of grains, whereas only 
the netto grain size is being considered for the evaluations. 

The self-diffusion coefficients evaluated from tracer experiments [566, 567] or internal 
friction measurements [569] vary between some 10 -12 cm 2 s -I at 320~ and 10:8 cm 2 s -I at 
900~ The difference between the chemical- and self-diffusion coefficients is therefore 
about four orders of magnitude. This larger-than-usual difference is being explained away as 
a consequence of cracks and pores in the samples used for measurements of the chemical 
diffusivity which comes out then somewhat too high [566]. The self-diffusivity is also prac- 
tically independent of the partial pressure of oxygen and thus of w. Perhaps in line with this, 
also the purely ionic conductivity is found almost independent of w in Ref. [572]. These 
facts can be reconciled with the other data by using the concept of the bipolar oxygen diffu- 
sion in YBa2Cu306+w. In this picture, the electronic (hole) conductivity would be higher 
than the ionic conductivity, and also strongly dependent on w, increasing thus the overall 
rate of diffusion and giving it the non-stoichiometry dependence. 

In the conclusion of this paragraph, it is important to note that the oxygen diffusivity in 
YBa2Cu306 +w is strongly anisotropic, in line with the crystal structure. Diffusion occurs al- 
most exclusively in the a, b plane of the copper oxygen chains. The diffusivity in the direc- 
tion of the c-axis is six orders of magnitude lower than the overall diffusion in polycrystals 
[568[. The diffusivity in the direction of the b-axis is 100 times higher than in the direction 
of the a-axis, and this suggests that the oxygen transport takes place along the oxygen rows 
(copper-oxygen chains) via the completely vacant sites between them. 

D. Subs t i tu t ions  

1. Hydrogen, proton and hydroxyl 

For variety of reasons, the only path to the hydrogen-substituted variants of 
YBa2Cu306+w is the interaction of the master phase with gaseous H2 or H20. The reactions 
involved have two main components, one redox and the other acidobasic, both causing easily 
a destruction of the phase, the former due to the reduction into the (ultimately) metallic Cu, 
the latter due to the hydrolysis. Both decompositions can be avoided by adopting low tem- 
peratures for the interactions, and, at higher temperatures, by maintaining the appropriate 
low partial pressures of the gaseous species. 

Under such mild conditions, the reacting centres are the Lewis-base oxygens in 
YBa2Cu306+w which have strong affinity towards the Lewis-acid protons and form hydrox- 
ide defects. These hydroxide defects are the regular hydroxide groups occurring, e.g., in the 
structures of various metal hydroxides, where they behave effectively as a spherical anion 
with a radius of some 153 pm [577]. This radius is only slightly larger than the generally 
accepted radius for 02- (140 pm), since the covalent O-H bond is short. However, the migrat- 
ing hydrogen species in the solid state are not the hydroxide groups as such, but the protons alone 
[578-580], and therefore the defects are often denoted in the literature simply as Hi'. 

Adopting the same standard stoichiometric state as for the oxygen equilibria in See. V C, 
and for simplicity formally assuming that the changes occur in the Cu(1) region, the forma- 
tions of the hydroxide defects from H2 and H20 are expressed in terms of defect reactions 
in the following. The incorporation of n moles of H2 into i tool of YBa2Cu306 +w will create 
2n mol of the hydroxide defects and reduce the overall formal Cu valence by 2n/3, while the 
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overall number of the occupied "oxygen" sites per formula remains constant at 6+w. The 
span of the Cu valence states compatible with the given structure type is then likely to be 
the limiting factor for the extent of this reaction. 

H2 + 2Oi" + 2Cu& ~-~ 2(OH)i' + 2Cu~u (26) 

The incorporation of n moles of H20 into 1 tool of YBa2Cu306+w will create 2n mol of 
hydroxide defects and maintain the Cu valence constant, while the overall occupancy of the 
"oxygen" sites increases by n per formula. The occupancy span for the "oxygen" sites is 
then likely to be the limiting factor for the extent of this reaction. 

H20 + Vi + Oi" ~ 2(OH)i' (27) 

It is more or less a matter of formality that these equations can be rewritten to involve 
the O~3 oxygens instead of the Oi" (the latter being the w per formula oxygens), holes h' in- 
stead of Cucu, or, for that matter, also Hi and Oi" instead of (OH)i'. 

In a sensitive redox system like this, the acidobasic reaction in Eq. (27) is expected to 
be significantly accompanied by the redox reaction in Eq. (26) when the system contains H2 
in its atmosphere and by the redox reaction in Eq. (16) for systems with 02 atmospheres. 
Moreover, these equations can be combined with the equations for dissociation of water into 
the elements and for the intrinsic condition to achieve different combinations of the involved 
defects for expressing equilibrium constants. 

It is experimentally established that some incorporation of hydrogen into YBa2Cu306 + w 
takes place, both by reaction with dihydrogen [581-583] and with water [584,585]. In fact, 
NMR analyses indicate that the standard ceramic syntheses of YBa2Cu306+w may result in 
as much as 0.2 hydrogen atoms per formula, originating presumably from water vapour 
[586]. 

The low-temperature hydrogenation of YBa2Cu306+w seems to be the most reproducible 
method for synthesis of the protonated phases. Their characterization, however, has proved 
extremely difficult, particularly due to the analytical problems with hydrogen being the 
lightest atom (TG, PXD) and an incoherently scattering element (PND), as well as due to 
the inhomogeneities and the enhanced reactivity of the products. A somewhat clearer pic- 
ture can be extracted from a combination of several recent studies adopting special methods 
like the 15N nuclear reaction method [587], HREM [588] and PND at variable temperatures 
[589], as well as special substrates like the thin film arrangement in Ref. [587]. The data 
show consistently that the incorporation of hydrogen proceeds in two steps. The first step 
occurs at low temperatures, below some 2000C (under 1 arm of H2, the temperature being 
even lower under higher pressures [589] and vice versa [588]). Small amounts of hydrogen, 
up to some 0.3 per formula are absorbed (say, according to Eq. (26)) while some water is 
released (say, according to Eq. (27)). This results in rather insignificant changes in the lat- 
tice parameters and Tc of the matrix phase. According to other reports, [590, 591] a hydro- 
gen content up to some 1 per formula can be achieved, accompanied by a structural change 
into tetragonal symmetry and a decrease in the c parameter. In the second step, occurring 
above 200~ and up to, say, 300~ this phase gradually disappears and another, yet 
closely related triple-perovskite phase is being formed, containing at saturation approxi- 
mately 2 hydrogen atoms per formula. The oxidation state of Cu is then the same as in 
YBa2Cu306 having monovalent copper in the Cu(1) site. Typical for this newly recognized 
perovskite structure is that it has the c-axis extended by almost 200 pm as compared with 
the original material, according to Ref. [587], and this can be corroborated by the data in 
Ref. [588] (although probably erroneously referred to the 124 or 147 phases) and in 
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Ref. [589] (although giving an obviously misprinted value). During the formation of this 
phase, the release of water seen [589] by TG is comparable with that during the first step, 
whereas the continuing reduction of copper, particularly at Cu(1), is manifested by the su- 
perstructure features seen by HREM [588], by iodometry [591] and apparently also by the 
appearance [592, 593] of the antiferromagnetic ordering typical for the w -~ 0 versions of 
the original phase. The additional hydrogen-containing defects are tentatively located [587] 
in the Cu(1) coordination sphere and this provides a good possible explanation for the c-axis 
extension: Whereas the Cu(1) atom is reduced to Cu(I) and should presumably adopt the lin- 
ear (dumbbell) coordination in the c direction, there are now hydroxide groups OH- located 
around Cu(1) in high concentrations. For bond-valence reasons and also due to the size of 
the hydroxide groups, the c-axis bond distance at Cu(1) must then extend substantially. It 
should be mentioned that also the YBa2Cu4Os phase absorbs around 2H per formula unit 
and that this does not cause any such significant c-axis extension [587]. It seems that a mod- 
erate hydrogenation is reversible in pure oxygen at 200 to 400~ [588, 594]. 

The detailed compositional and structural characterization of both YBa2Cu306+w with 
the hydrogen defects and of the fully hydrogenated phase is still missing. However, several 
computational studies [595, 596] are available, dealing with the location of protons and hy- 
droxide groups in the perovskite-type structures. These atomistic simulations confirm the 
O-H bond distance (94 pm in Ref. [596]), the location of the protons close to the direction of 
the adjacent oxide ion, and the occurrence of a low-energy barrier for the proton transport. 

2. Halogens 

The partial substitution of oxygens in YBa2Cu306+w by the lighter halogen atoms is 
structurally similar to the substitution by the hydroxide groups, both when ionic charge and 
radius are considered. Also here the feasible synthesis route is the direct halogenation of 
YBa2Cu306+w at slightly elevated temperatures, preferably [597] by NF3 in case of fluo- 
rine. Attempts to introduce halogens as Ba halogenides into the ceramic syntesis yield no re- 
action [598, 599]. However, an important difference between halogenation and hydrogena- 
tion is that halogenation oxidizes copper (formation of Cu-X bonds), whereas hydrogena- 
tion reduces it (formation of O-I4 bonds). The incorporation of n moles of X2 (X =halogen) 
into 1 tool of YBa2Cu306+w will increase the overall formal Cu valence by 2n/3 and will 
also increase the overall occupancy of the possible "oxygen" sites by 2n per formula. Both 
the valence and occupancy spans can restrict the extent of this reaction, which, in some 
similarity with Eq. (26), can be expressed as follows: 

X2 + 2Vi + 2Cu~u ~ 2Xi' + 2Cucu (28) 

It is experimentally well established that fluorine [597, 600, 601], chlorine and even 
bromine [602] enter the vacant oxygen sites in the Cu(1) coordination sphere, in concentra- 
tions decreasing in the said order. Quantum-chemical calculation [602] of the alternative 
structures for the thus formed halogenide cuprate anions show that upon the reaction with 
the molecular halogens only the vacant oxygen sites are reasonable candidates for accom- 
modation of the halogen atoms. Moreover, only the most electronegative of them, fluorine, 
should be able to enter also the normally empty sites between the copper oxygen square- 
chains, transforming them into octahedra. Chlorine and bromine, on the other hand, would 
only enter the vacancies inside the chains. This is in accordance with structural data from 
PND [597, 602]. 

Since the substitution of halogens (as well as hydroxyls) for oxygen is aliovalent, it can 
be used for fine tuning of the valence state and structural environment of copper. Both elec- 
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tron and hole doping (for superconductivity) can be achieved, by either substituting for oxy- 
gens and vacancies, respectively. As the oxide halogenides are relatively stable, successful 
attempts have been made to synthesize halogenated versions of also other cuprates than 123, 
like Sr2CuO2F2+s with the o-La2CuO4-type structure (T phase) [603], Ca2CuO2F2+s with 
the t-Nd2CuO4-type structure (T'-phase) [604], (Ca,Sm)2CuO3C1 with the tetragonal T*- 
phase structure [605] and (AE)2CaCu204CI2 with the RE2CaCu206-type (Ruddlesden-Pop- 
per-type) structure [606, 607]. However, any information towards a systematic phase-dia- 
gram mapping is very scarce. 

3. Metals except AEs and REs 

The diversion brought into the RE(O)-AE(O)-Cu(O) systems through the introduction 
of a fourth kind of metal is much more drastic than when similar AEs or REs are involved. 
However, the problem is that not even the RE(O)-AE(O)-M(O) systems are known well. 
Only for specific cases concerning superconducting phases, there is relatively abundant in- 
formation available about the solid solubility with respect to various metals M, but only 
rarely the phases occurring in equilibrium at the solubility limits are identified. 

Solid solubility at the RE site. Only few other elements than REs and AEs are able to 
significantly enter these sites. Of the alkaline metals, sodium may apparently be present at 
the Y site up to a few atom percent, provided a matching mount  is allotted to the Ba site 
[105]. Syntheses of homogeneous, single-phase oxides which contain the alkali metals are 
difficult due to the high volatility of the alkali metal peroxides and superoxides. Usually, a 
deficiency in alkali metal is found in the subsequent analyses of the products, despite the 
precautions taken. A more straightforward situation occurs with the metals of the actinide 
series, which are chemically similar to the REs. Curium forms a non-superconducting 
CmBa2Cu307 phase [608]. Also an equiatomic Th,Ca mixture enters partially at the Y site 
of YBa2CuaO6+w, x<0.1 [609]. Of the other metals, cadmium is reported [610] to substitute 
at the Y site in YBa2Cu306+wUp to some x=0.5, with a rather surprisingly negligible effect 
on Tc, despite the observed structural conversion from orthorhombic to tetragonal at x=0.4.  
However, the presence of BaCuO2 impurities suggests that Cd may also be entering at the 
Ba site, although this possibility was not considered in Ref. [610]. 

Solid solubility at the Ba site. Also this type of substitution occurs rarely for other ele- 
ments than Sr (see Sec. IV D) and large REs (see See. IV C 2). Alkali metals again are prac- 
tically the only candidates, and minute amounts of K, Rb and Cs are reported either at the 
Ba site [611] or at both the Y and Ba sites in YBa2Cu306+w [105, 612]. Somewhat surpris- 
ingly, no incorporation of Pb at the Ba site is found, and a different (although 123-related) 
structure is in fact formed when PbO is introduced into the Y(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) system 
[613,614]. 

Solid solubilities at the Cu sites. The chemical and ionic-size similarity governs also 
here. For the YBa2(Cul-zMz)aO6+w-type substitution, an overview of candidates for substi- 
tuents is presented in Table 3, together with the phases involved in the equilibrium at the 
solid-solution limits. Despite the comprehensive literature on these substitution phases, such 
key data are not frequently reported, simply because the extra labour has not been under- 
taken to perform the tedious experimental work on poly-phase materials to ensure equilib- 
rium. This statement is particularly valid for the investigations on substituents with very low 
limits of solid solubility [615], where also the detection threshold for the adopted analytical 
method should be taken into consideration. With the high sensitivity PXD instrumentation 
used in Ref. [615], the detection limit is some 0.5 and 1 wt% for the nearest neighbour 
phases Y2BaCuO5 and BaCuO2+w, respectively. Therefore, substitution limits with z < 0.01 
cannot be ascertained. 
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Table 3 Equilibrium phase compositions at the limit of solid solubility for M in YBa2(Cul--zMz)306+w for 
samples fired at 910~ in pure oxygen and oxidized at 340~ according to Ref. [615] 

M Y2BaCuO~ BaCuO2+ w Other observed phases a zli m 

Li + + BaCO 3 0.04(1) 

Mg + + MgO 0.04(1) 

Sc + - BaSc204 0.01 (1) 

Ti + - Ba titanates, TiO 2 0.00(2) 

V + - Ba3V20 s 0.00(4) 

Cr + - BaCrO 4 0.02(1) 

Mn + - Ba3Mn208 0.00(3) 

Fe - +b YBa(Cul_zFez)2Osr 0.22(1) 

Co - - YBa(Cu I_zCoz)205 a 

Ba(Col_zCUz) Owe 0.30(5) 

Ni + + NiO 0.08(1) 

Zn + + ZnO 0.09(1) 

aA small amount of an additional phase is expected to occur in case of Li, Sc, V. and Mn 
b{Ba(Cu0.70fs)Fe0.30(5)O2+w; Im3ra; 1842.4(4)} 
C{z=0.4; P4mra; 387.0(1), 767.1(1)} 
d{z~0.5; P4mm; 387.2(1), 756.2(2)} 
e{z~,0.0, w=2.80(3); h; 571.65(2), 444.00(2)}. 

The solubility limits in Table 3 agree reasonably well with other literature data, viz., 
with those not very frequent cases where such data are explicitly stated. As an example for 
the further data: Fe (z=0.18) [616]; Co (z=0.25) [617]; Ni (z=0.04) [618]; (z=0.09) 
[619]; ( 0 . 10<z<0 .17 )  [620]; Zn (z=0.10) [621]; (z=0.12) [622]; A1 (z=0.04) 
[621,623,624] ;  Ga (z=0.05) [625]; Au (z=0.10) [626--628] and Pd (z=0.17) [629]. For 
the group of the most compatible substituents, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn and Mg, the three- or four- 
phase neigbourhoods occurring at the solid-solubility limits are illustrated in the tetrahedral 
diagrams in Fig. 50. 

For oxygen saturated YBa2(CUl-zMz)306+w, the oxidation state of Cu according to io- 
dometry remains approximately constant as in the pure matrix phase. When the typical va- 
lence of a given substituent exceeds the valence of Cu, e.g., Fe(III), Co(Ill), N i (>I I ) ,  
AI(III), Ga(III), the oxygen content hence may exceed seven per formula [615,630]. These 
oxygen-saturated samples then often exhibit a crossover from orthorhombic to tetragonal 
symmetry, seen by PXD, which occurs at surprisingly low substitution levels, usually below 
z =0.05 [615,621,625].  This behaviour coincides with the fact that Fe, Co, A1, and Ga in- 
troduce a tendency for non-planar coordination at the square-planar Cu(1) site and concen- 
trate themselves at the twin-domain boundaries [631--633]. With increasing z, the amount of 
such boundaries must increase at the expense of the bulk material and the domain size is re- 
duced to the manometer scale, below the PXD detection threshold, but observable by HREM 
[634, 635]. However, the orthorhombic structure persists at quite high substitution levels of 
iron (and cobal0 if a reducing atmosphere is applied during the firing, and the samples are 
reoxidized at low temperatures [636, 637]. The probable reason is that, under reducing con- 
ditions, these higher-valent substituents tend to be located primarily at the square-pyramidal 
Cu(2) sites where, due to the site symmetry, they are not coupled via twinning. The critical 
concentration for the orthorhombic to tetragonal transition for the low-temperature reoxi- 
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Fig. 50 Four-phase tetrahedral envelopes adjacent to the M-saturated YBa2(Cul-zMz)3Ot+w solid solu- 

tions for M=Fe, Co and Ni/ZrgMg, in subsolidus (pseudoquaternary) tetrahedral phase dia- 
grams, as seen by room temperature PXD after firing at 900"C in oxygen 

dized samples is increased to Zo,t=0.15. This is about the same as found for the La for Ba 
substitution, where it is attributed to the linkage of the copper-oxygen chains by the entering 
additional oxygens [435]. 

It should be mentioned that also other phases in the Y(O)-Ba(O)--Cu(O) system are li- 
able to similar substitutions. For example, YBa2(Cul-zFez)408 is prepared up to z=0.1 and 
found tetmgonal and non-superconducting above z=0.04 in direct contrast to the relatively 
benign effect of Fe towards superconductivity in the 123 phase [638]. 

E. Isostructural triple perovskites 

Y(O)-Ba(O)--M(O). A complete replacement of Cu in the YBa2Cu3OT-type structure by 
the first-row transition metals and Au has been tested [94] under conditions (temperature, 
partial pressure of oxygen) appropriate to the presumed stabilization of di- or tri-valent ions 
of these metals (whichever applicable) in the oxide. With the notable exception of Fe, all 
systems yielded a disordered perovskite or mixtures of phases which are thus more stable 
than the triple-perovskite arrangement. As an example, Sc forms a disordered perovskite, Ti 
(at very low poz's) forms a (light-blue coloured) mixture of the (Y0.2Bao.8)TiO3 perovskite 
and the Y2Ti207 pyrochlore, etc., up to Au, which gives an ordered Ba2AuYO6 perovskite 
and leaves the rest of the Au metal unreacted [94]. 

YBa2Fe3Oa+w: the exception is a triple perovskite, obtained phase pure [639, 640] from 
citrate precursors by repeated prolonged annealing at around 1000~ At lower tempera- 
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tures, like those used for the syntheses of the YBa2Cu307 cuprate counterpart, the order- 
ing into the triple perovskite becomes very slow. In an oxygen atmosphere, the phase is 
stable only up to some 12500C, and melts incongruently between 1250 and 1300~ 
Ba(Fel_zYz)O3 (z-0.1, cubic), YFeO3 and BaFe204, are seen after quenching [94]. The 
oxygen content of 8 per formula represents a hypothetical oxygen-rich extension of the cu- 
prate, where the square-chains are fully developed to octahedra, and the structure [639] has 
tetragonal symmetry {w=0.01; P4/mmm; 391.81(5), 1182.4(2)} [641]. Upon reduction, 
these octahedra begin to approach the square-planar situation for M=Cu, but long before 
it happens, the homogeneity range ends at w=-0.25 and Fe(II) phases are formed [641- 
643]. Shortly before that (at some w=-0.20) the symmetry nevertheless turns orthorhom- 
bic, mirroring in this respect the behaviour of the tetragonal YBa2Cu306 upon oxidation 
{w-"-0.24; Pmmra; 390.98(4), 392.76(4), 1177.85(18)} [642]. In line with the cuprate, in- 
dications are obtained by fine-focus Raman analyses of occurrences of domains with differ- 
ent oxygen content [644]. The attempts to vary the oxygen content in YBa2Fe308 + w show 
that the structure can also tolerate a small amount of extra oxygens. Some 0.1 per formula 
unit is achieved at 450"C under Po2 = 15 MPa [640-442], and only slightly less under am- 
bient-pressure oxidation {w=0.08; P4/mmm; 391.51(2), 1181.35(9)} [642]. The structural 
location of the extra oxygens was done by PND on a series of samples where the saturated 
oxygen content was controlled by a progressing Ca for Y substitution [645]. According to 
Re~. [645], these oxygen atoms in excess of 8 are present in the Y-layer, imposing split-po- 
sition crystallographic defects upon the neighbouring oxygen sites. In line with their "inter- 
stitial" character, these oxygen ions are easily mobile, and the chemical diffusion coefficient 
D in the solid is relatively high when these oxygens are involved in the interaction with the 
surrounding atmosphere [646]: 

logl0/) = -3.28(20) - 2541(211)/T + 0.236(36)log10poz (29) 

(expressed in cm 2 s -1, K, and Pa, respectively, from data obtained in the temperature inter- 
val of 909< T< 1250 K). On the other hand, the presence of the extra oxygen atoms has 
only a negligible structural effect. It is the replacement of the coordination squares by the 
octahedra that alters profoundly the charge balance between the two M sites, manifested in 

YOu(O) YFe(O) 
o_v2cu20s ' u 

m 

yBa2CuaO; YBa2Fe3011 

"BaCuO~ BaFeO3 
i3aCu(O) ~ BaFe(O) 

Fig. 51 Subsolidus phase compatibilities in the YCu(O)-BaCu(O)-YFe(O)-BaFe(O) system at 910 to 
950*C in oxygen; after Ref. [640]. The (Ba]~Yy)(Fel-zYz)O3 solid solution, located above the 
plane of the diagram, is shown by doubled lines, as seen by PXD 
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a complete reversal of the two apical bond lengths M-O when going from M= Cu to Fe. 
This difference is so profound that, despite the otherwise similar unit-cell dimensions, only 
limited solid solubility occurs between the Cu and Fe variant. These solid solubilities are 
illustrated in Fig. 51 showing the square section of the tetrahedral phase diagram of the 
YFe(O)-BaFe(O)-YCu(O)-BaCu(O) subsolidus system at (nearly) isothermal conditions 
[640], which includes several relevant coexisting phases from both the Cu and Fe system. 
Considering that Co has the largest homogeneity range of all metals at the Cu site in 
YBa2Cu306+w, it was not very surprising to find out that Co is also very much compatible 
with YBa2Fe3Os+w, being able to replace almost one half of the present Fe atoms [647]. In 
accordance with the rule that the oxidation state of the transition metals in the mixed-va- 
lence oxometalate networks at fixed Po2 is mainly a function of the electropositivity of the 
cations, also the saturated oxygen content of YBa2(Fel-zCoz)308 + w behaves as if the formal 
valences of both Fe and Co were constant as a function of the substitution level, viz., 
VFe=3.05 and VCo=2.65. With increasing z, the maximum oxygen content then decreases. 
Around the limit for the solid solubility for Co, the saturated oxygen content is approxi- 
mately as low as in the most reduced phase with no Co substitution. The triple-perovskite 
structure of REBa2Fe3Os+w is much less accommodative for various REs than the corre- 
sponding cuprate. In fact, it has been obtained only in a narrow region of close RE elements 
(around the size of Y, Dy and Er). For larger RE atoms, which also introduce more of the 
extra oxygen atoms (as much as w=0.8 for RE=La),  the atomic arrangement gradually ac- 
quires the character of the disordered perovsldte type, whereas for smaller RE = Yb and Lu 
the phase in question does not exist [643, 648]. The largest RE, La, can also enter the Ba 
site in YBa2Fe30$+w, but only when a matching amount occurs at the Y site. This situation 
rapidly brings about the appearance of the disordered cubic perovskite instead of the triple 
perovskite [649]. This is in interesting contrast with the cuprate where La is able to substi- 
tute solely for Ba (see Sec. IV C 3), probably in conjunction with the fact that the unit-cell 
volume is smaller for the cuprate than for the Fe version. 

Y(O)-Ba(O)-M,M'(O). As apparent from the previous paragraph, Co is nearly, but not 
fully compatible with the 123 triple-perovskite structure. A full replacement by Co is re- 
ported under the condition [650] that some barium is simultaneously substituted by potas- 
sium {Y(Ba0.75K0.25)2Co3Oa; P4/mmm; 386.8(2), 1123.7(9)}. A special kind of M for Cu 
substitution occurs within the REBa2Cu306+w-type family for large REs. The introduction 
of M = N b  or Ta here leads to a complete conversion of the Cu-O coordination square chains 
to sheets of M-centered octahedra [651]. An oxygen content of 8 per formula is thus ob- 
tained for the non-superconducting La(Bao.9~ao.os)2(Cuo.lTao.9)Cu208 phase {P4/mmm; 
396.58(1), I203.04(3)}. A zig-zag folding of the transition-metal occupied octahedra is de- 
duced from weak superstructure reflections {14/mcm} observed by neutron diffraction 
[652]. This indicates that an analogous tilt to that proposed [350, 344] for YBa2Cu307 may 
be imagined. 

Small REs like Y do not allow such an arrangement of transition metals in the 123 struc- 
ture and when such preparations are attempted, a different perovskite arrangement is ob- 
tained, despite an analogy in stoichiometry, e.g., YBa2Cu2WO9_w {Frn'3m; 833.2} [653], 
Other substituents may introduce a completely different coordination at one of the Cu sites 
in YBa2Cu307, leaving the other untouched. For example, non-superconducting 
YBa2TICu207 {P4/mmm; 386.87(1), 1247.3(1)} has a T1-O monolayer sheet instead of the 
square chains [654], and is hence not isotypic with YBa2Cu3OT. Also in other cases the rea- 
sons for the (in)compatibility represent an interplay of bond-valence (ionic size) and elec- 
tronic band structure arguments. Thus, when Ba is replaced by St, other metals can be sta- 
bilized substituting for Cu. 

Y(O)-Sr(O)-M,M'(O). The presence of the smaller Sr atoms stabilizes some degree of 
substitution by W as well as Mo and Re in the triple-perovsldte structure [655]. Based on 
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PND structure determinations, it is argued that these high valent transition metals increase 
the bond valence of Cu, and therefore shorten the Cu-O distances in the cuprate network, 
by bringing additional oxygen atoms into the structure, which then suits the Sr size better 
{YSr2Cu2.sWo.207.13; P4/mmm; 380.36(3), 1151.13(8)} [655]. Also a replacement of a por- 
tion of Cu by substantially smaller atoms like AI has a similar effect in stabilizing Sr in the struc- 
ture (and vice versa) [656, 657]. Such small atoms must have tetrahedral coordination, and this 
can only be accommodated instead of the copper--oxygen squares in the chains. 

This location has been structurally well established for YSr2AICu207 {P4/mmm; 
386.46(1), 1111.39(3)} [658] and for the Ga [659, 660] and Co [661,662] versions, differ- 
ing in the details on how the tetrahedral chains propagate in the a, b plane. These structures 
are hence not strictly isotypie with YBa2Cu3OT. 

VI. Conclusion 

Although the chemical information is effectively communicated in the form of phase dia- 
grams, it is clearly seen that only superficial understanding of phase relations and interac- 
tions with the atmosphere would be accomplished without the accompanying structural in- 
formation. In systems like cuprates, where the directional character of the chemical bond is 
only limited, the composition and stability of the formed oxides depends on efficient filling 
of space upon maintaining the bond-valence condition for each atom in terms of bond dis- 
tances and number of bonds. Each structural site thus represents a void of a certain size and 
shape which can be filled by an atom having bond-valence characteristics within a certain 
tolerance. The tolerance span can be considerably broad, as demonstrated on the phase-sta- 
bility trends when the chemically closely related, but size different REs are present. 

For the cuprates, the structural information is indispensable for yet another reason. It 
has become evident that the superconducting property of these materials is closely related 
to certain structural features - involving the presence of infinite sheets of the octahedral or 
square-pyramidal cuprate polyanion for a potential hole superconductor and infinite sheets 
of the square-planar cuprate polyanion for a potential electron superconductor. Behind these 
structural features, there seems to be another, more primary common denominator. All 
these cuprates, when superconducting, possess such a copper-oxygen coordination which al- 
lows us to imagine the occurrence of a non-bonding, partially filled Cu 3d orbital, energeti- 
cally separated from the other d orbitals by the crystal (ligand) field interaction. In this pic- 
ture, hole superconductivity of a cuprate then occurs when the orbital in question is almost 
empty, and electron superconductivity when the orbital is almost filled. Both cases result in 
a diluted occurrence of carders - paired according to the Hund rule for the non-degenerated 
orbital. It can be speculated that these bosons are diluted or spaced far enough apart to un- 
dergo Bose-Einstein condensation at temperatures corresponding to the observed Te. Re- 
markably, such an energetically separated, partially filled orbital may also be imagined in 
the superconducting bismuthates, vanadates or titanates. Finally, also other superconductors 
show features which comply with the picture of the dilute occurrence of the non-bonding 
electron pairs in an "infinite" bond framework. This may involve, e.g., the electron pairs in 
the alkali metal salts of C60, metallic phosphorus and also in organic superconductors. 

In this situation, the chemical information provided by a compilation of phase diagrams, 
which elucidate trends in stability for various structure types, may represent an important 
link in the quest for new high-Tc superconductors. 
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